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www.casemateacademic.com 
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The Casemate Academic Marketing Team
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FROM THESE BARE BONES
raw materials and the study oF worked
osseous objeCts
Edited by Alice Choyke & Sonia O'Connor

The 20 papers presented here explore a wealth of information
pertaining to the use of osseous materials over the long 
period of human craftsmanship and tool manufacture by
exploring several key themes: raw material selection and
curation within tool types, social aspects of raw material
selection, and new methods of materials identification. 
Together, these papers emphasize the need for confident
and correct materials identification and demonstrate that
functionality is by no means the only, nor necessarily the

most important, factor in the selection of osseous raw materials for the fabrication of
tools and other cultural objects.

9781782972112, $75, PB, b/w illus, 256p, 2013 
Special Offer $60

A MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY OF SHIPS
innovation and soCial Change in late
medieval and early modern europe
By J. R. Adams

In this book Jon Adams evaluates key episodes of technical
change in the ways that ships were conceived, designed,
built, used and disposed of. Shipbuilding is social practice
and as one of the most complex artefacts made, changes in
their technology provide a lens through which to view the
ideologies, strategies and agency of social change. Adams
argues that the harnessing of shipbuilding was one of the
ways in which medieval society became modern and he
also demonstrates that the relationships between ships and

society have key implications for our understanding of prehistory in which seafaring and
communication had profound effects on human affairs. 

9781842172971, $50, PB, b/w & col illus, 272p, 2013 
Special Offer $40

PLANTS AND PEOPLE
ChoiCes and diversity
through time
Edited by Alexandre Chevalier, Elena
Marinova & Leonor Pena-Chocarro

This monograph focuses on the 
relationship between plants and
people, the complexity of agricultural
processes and their organisation

within particular communities and societies. Collaborative
European research among archaeologists, archaeobotanists,
ethnographers, historians and agronomists using a broad
analytical scale of investigation seeks to establish new
common ground for integrating different approaches. By
means of interdisciplinary examples, this book showcases
the relationship between people and plants across wide
ranging and diverse spatial and temporal milieus, including
crop diversity, the use of wild foodstuffs, social context,
status and choices of food plants. Earth Series 1

9781842175149, $100, HB, 235 col illus, 432p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $80

MEDICINE AND HEALING
IN THE ANCIENT
MEDITERRANEAN
Edited by D. Michaelides

There are many recoverable aspects
and indications concerning medicine
and healing in the ancient past –
from the archaeological evidence 
of skeletal remains, grave-goods

comprising medical and/or surgical equipment and visual
representations in tombs and other monuments thorough
to epigraphic and literary sources. The 42 papers 
presented here cover many aspects medicine in the
Mediterranean world during Antiquity and early Byzantine
times, bringing together both internationally established
specialists on the history of medicine and researchers 
in the early stages of their career. The contributions 
are grouped under a series of headings: medicine and 
archaeology; media (online access to electronic corpus);
the Aegean; medical authors/schools of medicine; 
surgery; medicaments and cures; skeletal remains; new
research in Cyprus; Asklepios and incubation; and
Byzantine, Arab and  medieval sources. 

9781782972358, $110, HB, b/w illus, 446p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $88

EXPLORING AND EXPLAINING
DIVERSITY IN AGRICULTURAL
TECHNOLOGY
Edited by Annelou van Gijn, John
Whittaker & Patricia C. Anderson

This volume is the outcome of 
collaborative European research
among archaeologists, archaeob-
otanists, ethnographers, historians

and agronomists, and frequently uses experiments in 
archaeology. It aims to establish new common ground for
integrating different approaches and for viewing agriculture
from the standpoint of the human actors involved. Each
chapter provides an interdisciplinary overview of the skills
used and the social context of the pursuit of agriculture,
highlighting examples of tools, technologies and
processes from land clearance to cereal processing and
food preparation. This is the second of three volumes in
the EARTH monograph series. Earth Series 2

9781842175156, $80, HB, 285 col illus, 304p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $64

DEATH AND
CHANGING RITUALS
FunCtion and meaning in
anCient Funerary praCtiCes
Edited by J. Rasmus Brandt, Håkon
Ingvaldsen & Marina Prusac

The forms by which a deceased 
person may be brought to rest are as
many as there are causes of death.

In most societies the disposal of the corpse is accompanied
by some form of celebration or ritual which may 
range from a simple act of deportment in solitude to the
engagement of large masses of people in laborious and
creative festivities. In a funerary context the term ritual
may be taken to represent a process that incorporates all
the actions performed and thoughts expressed in connection
with a dying and dead person, from the preparatory 
pre-death stages to the final deposition of the corpse and
the post-mortem stages of grief and commemoration.
The contributions presented here are focused not on the
examination of different funerary practices, their function
and meaning, but on the changes of such rituals – how
and when they occurred and how they may be explained. 

9781782976394, $80, HB, b/w & col illus, 320p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $64

AGRICULTURAL AND
PASTORAL LANDSCAPES IN
PRE-INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY
ChoiCes, stability and
Change
Edited by Fèlix Retamero, Inge
Schjellerup & Althea Davies

Through a series of case studies, this
volume deals with the technological

constraints and innovations that enabled societies to 
survive and thrive across a range of environmental 
conditions. The contributions are structured into three
sections to draw out particular commonalities and 
contrasts in the choices made by pre-industrial communities
in the construction of varied landscapes and cultural 
heritage: Landnam, fields and field systems, and agro-
pastoralism. The contributions focus on mountainous
areas, where temporary migrations, in the form of 
transhumance, provided access to a diversity of resources
based around seasonal constraints on their availability
and productivity. Earth Series 3

9781842173596, $80, HB, color throughout, 280p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $64

RADIOCARBON AND
THE CHRONOLOGIES
OF ANCIENT EGYPT
Edited by C. Bronk Ramsey & 
Andrew J. Shortland

This volume presents the findings of
a major international project on the
application of radiocarbon dating to
the Egyptian historical chronology.

Researchers from the Universities of Oxford and Cranfield
in the UK, along with a team from France, Austria and Israel,
radiocarbon dated more than 200 Egyptian objects made
from plant material from museum collections from all
over the world. The results comprise an accurate scientifically
based chronology of the kings of ancient Egypt obtained
by the radiocarbon analysis of short-lived plant remains.
Despite Egypt's historical significance, in the past the 
dating of events has been a contentious undertaking with
Egyptologists relying on various chronologies made up
from archaeological and historical records. 

9781842175224, $96, PB, 80 b/w & col illus, 192p, 2013 
Special Offer $76.80

Use discount code 588-14 to receive 20% off your order

Oxbow Books is one of the world’s foremost publishers in archaeology 
printing over 70 titles a year written by leading academic and individual 
researchers from around the world.
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SHUFFLING NAGS, LAME DUCKS
the arChaeology oF animal disease
By László Bartosiewicz & Erika Gal

This book provides an invaluable guide to the investigation
of trauma and disease in archaeozoological assemblages.
It provides a clear methodological approach, and describes
and explains the wide range of traumatic lesions, 
infections, diseases, inherited disorders and other 
pathological changes and anomalies that can be identified.
It explores the impact that “man-made” decisions have had
on animals, including special aspects of culture that may
be reflected in the treatment of diseased or injured animals
often incorporating powerful symbolic or religious roles,

and seeks to enhance our understanding of the relationship between man and beast in
the past. 

9781782971894, $60, PB, 264p, 2013 
Special Offer $48

EXPERIMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY AND THEORY
reCent approaChes to arChaeologiCal
hypotheses
Edited by Frederick W. F. Foulds

This is a volume which aims to bridge the gap in archaeology
between empirical testing and humanistic approaches to 
understanding the material record. The contributors 
explore a wide variety of different fields including how a 
phenomenological methodology can be used to increase our
understanding of how a Bronze Age temple was ‘experienced’
by people in the past; how experimentation in the production
of materials such as rawhide, glass and wine-making can be
used to test theories or written sources and the possibilities

of studying the three-dimensional morphology of Acheulian handaxes to search for 
possible idiosyncratic indicators during the Lower Palaeolithic. 

9781842177662, $70, PB, b/w illus, 144p, 2013 
Special Offer $56

ARCHAEOASTRONOMY
AND THE MAYA
Edited by Gerardo Aldana y Villalobos
& Edwin L. Barnhart

Archaeoastronomy and the Maya 
illustrates the archaeoastronomical 
approaches to ancient Mayan 
cultural production. The book is
contextualized through a history of

archaeoastronomical investigations into Mayan sites,
originating in the 19th century discovery of astronomical
tables within hieroglyphic books.  Early 20th century 
archaeological excavations revealed inscriptions carved
into stone that also preserved astronomical records, along
with architecture that was built to reflect astronomical
orientations. The chapters here exemplify the advances
made in the field during the early 21st century as well as
the on-going diversity of approaches, presenting new 
perspectives and discoveries in ancient Mayan astronomy.

9781782976431, $49.95, PB, b/w & col illus, 176p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $39.96

NEIGHBOURS AND
SUCCESSORS OF ROME
traditions oF glass
produCtion and use in
europe and the middle
east in the later 1st
millennium ad 
Edited by Daniel Keller, Jennifer
Price & Caroline Jackson

Neighbours and Successors of Rome investigates 
development in the production of glass and the mechanisms
of the wider glass economy as part of a wider material 
culture in Europe and the Near East around the later first
millennium AD. Though highlighting and solidifying
chronology, patterns of distribution, and typology, the
primary aims of the collection are to present a new
methodology that emphasises regional workshops, 
scientific data, and the wider trade culture. By twinning 
a critique of archaeometric methods with the latest 
archaeological research, the contributors present a foundation
for glass research, seen through the lens of consumption
demands and geographical necessity, that analyses 
production centres and traditional typological knowledge.

9781782973973, $85, HB, 81 col illus & 95 b/w figs, 352p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $68

ANIMALSECONDARYPRODUCTS
domestiC animal exploitation
in prehistoriC europe, the
near east and the Far east
Edited by Haskel J. Greenfield

This book investigates domestic 
animal exploitation and the animal
economy from the Palaeolithic to
the Bronze and Iron Ages across

Eurasia. Incorporating current zooarchaeological theory
and cutting-edge methodological developments, it critically
assesses Andrew Sherratt’s concept of a Secondary Products
Revolution that proposed that a package of new subsistence
practices and technologies swept across much of Eurasia
at the end of the Neolithic, which triggered large-scale
changes in economies and settlement across the landscape.
Offering fresh insight into the development of civilisation
from the Neolithic and Bronze and Iron Ages this book
will be important for archaeozoologists and prehistorians.

9781782974017, $130, HB, b/w illus, 256p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $104

A TEST OF TIME AND A TEST
OF TIME REVISITED
the volCano oF thera
and the Chronology and
history oF the aegean and
east mediterranean in the
mid seCond millennium bC
By Sturt Manning

The eruption of the Thera (Santorini)
volcano in the Aegean Sea in the mid-second millennium
BC was a clearly defined, specific moment in Aegean and
east Mediterranean prehistory that impacted on all the
major cultures of the region. The effects of the eruption
have been linked with the destruction of the Minoan
palace civilisation of Crete, the legend of Atlantis, and
even events described in the Biblical account of the Exodus.
Scientists have studied the remains of the volcano and
traced eruption products and far-flung climatic impacts
throughout the east Mediterranean and in ice cores and
tree-ring data. At Akrotiri, a major prehistoric town
buried by the eruption, archaeologists unearthed the 
partially intact remains multi-storey buildings, painted
frescoes and myriad objects of everyday life. 

9781782972198, $90, HB, 672p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $72

MOBILITY, MEANING AND
TRANSFORMATIONS OFTHINGS
shiFting Contexts oF material
Culture through time and spaCe
Edited by Hans Peter Hahn & Hadas Weis

Things travel around the globe: they
are shipped as mass consumer
goods, or transported as souvenirs
or gifts. There are infinite ways for

things to be mobile, not only in the era of globalisation
but since the beginning of time, as the earliest traces of
long distance trading show. This book investigates the
mobility of things from archaeological and anthropological
perspectives. Material Objects are characterised by 
temporal continuity, embodying a prior existence with
lingering effects. Yet the material continuity disguises the
transformations they may undergo, which only become
evident upon closer examination. This volume brings together
studies of material culture, materiality and value, with 
regard to the mobility of objects, with the aim of tracing
the ways in which societies constitute their valued objects
and how the realm of the material reflects upon society.
9781842175255, $70, PB, b/w illus, 176p, 2013 
Special Offer $56

EXPLORING PREHISTORIC
IDENTITY IN EUROPE
our ConstruCt or theirs?
Edited by Victoria Ginn, Rebecca
Enlander & Rebecca Crozier

Identity is relational and a construct,
and is expressed in a myriad of
ways. For example, material culture
and its pluralist meanings have been

readily manipulated by humans in a prehistoric context
in order to construct personal and group identities. Artefacts
were often from or reminiscent of far-flung places and
were used to demonstrate membership of an regional, or
European community. Earthworks frequently archive
maximum visual impact through elaborate ramparts and 
entrances with the minimum amount of effort, indicating
that the construction of identities were as much in the 
eye of the perceivor, as of the perceived. By using a wide
range of case studies these thought processes may be 
explored further and diachronic and geographic patterns in
expressions of identity investigated.

9781842178133, $60, PB, b/w & col illus, 176p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $48

To view full details including contents listings on our website - visit www.casemateacademic.com2

Oxbow Books is one of the world’s foremost publishers in archaeology 
printing over 70 titles a year written by leading academic and individual 
researchers from around the world.



MATERIALITY AND SOCIAL PRACTICE
transFormative CapaCities oF
interCultural enCounters
Edited by Joseph Maran & Philipp W. Stockhammer

Materiality and Social Practice investigates the transformative
potential arising from the interplay between material
forms, social practices and intercultural relations. This 
volume explores the notion that the significance of items
does not derive from the transfer from one place to another
as such but, rather, from the ways in which they were used
and contextualised. The main question is how, through
their integration into discourses and practices, new 
frameworks of meaning were created conforming neither

with what had existed in the receiving society nor in the area of origin of the objects. 

9781782975410, $50, PB Reprint, b/w illus, 224p, 2014 
Special Offer $40

PAST BODIES
body-Centered researCh in arChaeology
By Dusan Boric & John Robb

This collection of papers is a reaction to decades of the
body's invisibility in archaeology. It raises the body as the
central topic in the study of past societies, researching its
appearance in a wide variety of regional contexts and
across vast spans of archaeological time. Contributions
range from the deep Epi-Palaeolithic past of the Near East,
through the European Neolithic and Bronze Age, Classical
Greece and Late Medieval England, to pre-Columbian 
Central America, post-contact North America, and the
most recent conflicts in the Balkans. In all these case 

studies, the materiality of the body is center stage. 

9781782975427, $48, PB Reprint, 160p, 2014 
Special Offer $38.40

VIOLENCE AND CIVILIZATION
studies oF soCial violenCe
in history and prehistory
Edited by Roderick Campbell

This collection of essays begins with
the premise that violence, in its 
relationship to order, is a central 
element of history. Taking a broad
definition of violence, including

structural and symbolic violence, the contributions move
beyond the problematic of civilization’s mitigating or
foundational role, instead seeing violence as inherently
social, and, perhaps, socially inherent (if variable). 
The question then becomes what forms of harm are 
authorized or banned in which social orders and 
how they change over time. Beginning with a theoretical
introduction, this interdisciplinary volume includes seven
papers representing cultural anthropology, history, 
archaeology and international relations. The papers range
from China to the Americas and from the 2nd millennium
BCE to the 21st century CE. 
Oxbow/Joukowsky Institute Publication 4

9781782976202, $45, PB, b/w & col illus, 160p, 2014 
Special Offer $36

MEDICINE, HEALING
AND PERFORMANCE
Edited by Effie Gemi-Iordanou,
Stephen Gordon, Robert Matthew,
Ellen McInnes & Rhiannon Pettitt

Whether it is the binding of shattered
bones or the creation of herbal
remedies, human agency is a central
feature of the healing process. 

Both archaeological and anthropological research has
contributed much to our understanding of the performative
aspects of medicine. The papers contained in this volume,
based on a session conducted at the 2010 Theoretical 
Archaeology Conference, take a multi-disciplinary 
approach to the topic, addressing such issues as the 
cultural conception of disease; the impact of gender roles
on healing strategies; the possibilities afforded by 
syncretism; the relationship between material culture and
the body; and the role played by the active agency of the
sick.

9781782971580, $60, PB, b/w illus, 176p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $48

LOCATING THE SACRED
theoretiCal approaChes to
the emplaCement oF religion
Edited by Claudia Moser & 
Cecelia Feldman

Ritual happens in distinct places
and religious activities incorporate
a diverse set of objects such as holy
water, cult statues, and sacred texts.

Understanding religious ritual requires viewing it not as
a disembodied event, but as emplaced, grounded in both
built and natural surroundings, and integrated with 
its associated material objects. Here authors examine 
various religious practices in the Greco-Roman world 
and pilgrimage routes in contemporary Israel. Other 
contributions focus on the East,  on domestic religion in
prehistoric Taiwan, and the palimpsest of ritual activity
in Buddhist China. One author considers not just ritual’s
built and natural setting, but also the landscape of the
human mind. Oxbow/Joukowsky Institute Publication 3

9781782976165, $50, PB, b/w & col illus, 144p, 2014 
Special Offer $40

GRISTHORPE MAN
a liFe and death in the
bronze age
Edited by Nigel D. Melton, 
Christopher Knusel & Janet Montgomery

In July 1834 excavation of a barrow
at Gristhorpe, near Scarborough,
Yorkshire, recovered an intact, 
waterlogged, hollowed-out oak coffin
containing a perfectly preserved

Bronze Age skeleton that had been wrapped in an animal
skin and buried with worked flints, a bronze dagger with
a whalebone pommel, and a bark vessel apparently 
containing food residue. Gristhorpe Man became the 
centrepiece of the Scarborough Philosophical Society’s
museum display. In 2004, planned refurbishment of the
renamed Rotunda Museum provided the opportunity for
a scientific re-examination of the burial and grave goods
in order to elucidate the life and death of this extraordinary
survival of the British Early Bronze Age. Tree-trunk coffin
burials are relatively rare and Gristhorpe Man, with his
range of grave goods was likely to have held a special role
in society. These analyses reveal fascinating insights into
the social position of Gristhorpe Man. 

9781782972075, $90, HB, b/w & col illus, 256p, 2013 
Special Offer $72

MODELLING ARCHAEOLOGY
AND PALAEOENVIRONMENTS
IN WETLANDS
the hidden landsCape
arChaeology oF hatField
and thorne moors, 
eastern england
By Henry P. Chapman & 
Benjamin R. Gearey

Whilst concerned with specific aspects of landscape evolution,
the volume aims to illustrate the synergy which is generated
through integrating spatial models with chronological
modelling and stratigraphic, cartographic, topographical,
environmental and archaeological information in order
to better understand past landscapes, human activity and
the archaeological record. Building on a rich legacy of previous
palaeoenvironmental research on these moors, the data
generated by this combined methodology has practical
applications for current management concerns, including
in situ preservation, heritage and policy.

9781782971740, $60, HB, b/w & col illus, 216p, 2013 
Special Offer $48

MEMORY, MYTH AND
LONG-TERM LANDSCAPE
INHABITATION
Edited by Adrian M. Chadwick &
Catriona D. Gibson

Memory and forgetting are fundamental
to human existence and experiences
of the world. Within archaeology,
there has been increasing interest in

the role of the past in the past. To date, however, there 
has been little specific discussion of how such long-term
persistence of place and practice was possible; and why
this was the case. The sixteen papers in this volume use
detailed contextual evidence to address these questions.
In many instances, contributors discuss less visible
examples where ‘memory work’ can be identified from
non-monumental, ‘everyday’ landscapes. The case studies
focus on British archaeology from the Neolithic to the
early medieval period, but other contributions deal with
Neolithic Central Europe, ancient Etruscan and Egyptian
landscapes, and historic Native American practices. 
The volume interweaves theoretical considerations of
memory, materiality and landscape with exciting 
evidence emerging from research. Celtic Studies Publications 

9781782973935, $70, HB, 166 b/w & col illus, 336p, 2013
Special Offer $56

Use discount code 588-14 to receive 20% off your order 3

Oxbow Books is one of the world’s foremost publishers in archaeology 
printing over 70 titles a year written by leading academic and individual 
researchers from around the world.



SHELL ENERGY
mollusC shells as Coastal
resourCes
Edited by G. N. Bailey, Karen Hardy
& Abdoulaye Camara

Shell middens are ubiquitous 
archaeological features on coast-
lines throughout the world. This
volume brings together information

about little known concentrations of shell mounds in
areas including Africa, the near East, South-east Asia and
the Americas as well as new work on mounds in the classic
areas including Denmark, the Pacific NW coast and Japan. 

9781842177655, $100, HB, b/w & col illus, 320p, 2013 
Special Offer $80

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF
HOUSEHOLD
Edited by Gabriella Kovacs, Marco
Madella, Ivan Briz i. Godino & 
B. Berzsenyi

Household archaeology looks at the
living domain, exploring the essential
elements of any social dynamic, the
archaeology of the small scale. 

This book looks at archaeological investigation in a 
variety of ways using theoretical and methodological 
perspectives, deep thinking about the mathematical nature
of household space, and how societies view was reflected in
domestic space. 

9781842175170, $100, HB, 125 b/w & col illus, 248p, 2013 
Special Offer $80

GLOBAL ANCESTORS
understanding the shared
humanity oF our anCestors
Edited by Rebecca Redfern, Jelena
Bekvalac, Heather Bonney & 
Margaret Clegg

Global Ancestors is a collection of
papers which reflect on modern
museological responses to the often

complex and emotive relationship that people have with
the ancestors and objects which they created. It represents
the beginnings of a more inclusive and shared understanding
between different constituencies and points the way forward
to a time when we can consider the ancestors truly ‘global’.

9781842175330, $60, PB, b/w & col illus, 168p, 2013 
Special Offer $48

COUNTING PEOPLE
a diy manual For loCal
and Family historians
By John Moore

Local and family historians are
often afraid to use numerical data in
their research and writing. Yet numbers
are an essential part of much historical
work, obviously in population history

but also in local studies of agriculture, industry and social
history. Counting People shows how amateur historians
can use computers with appropriate programs to provide
numerical illustrations of various historical topics as well
as easing their researches. 

9781842174807, $35, PB, 140p, 2013 
Special Offer $28

ANCIENT TEXTILES, MODERN
SCIENCE
Edited by Heather Hopkins

This book publishes a series of 
lectures and experiments undertaken
at the First and Second European
Textile Forum in 2009 and 2010.
Each explored a question of textile
manufacture in a scientific way. 

The First hosted an experiment that found the relationship
between archaeological hand-spinning finds and the yarn
they produce. The Second explored the practical aspects
of undertaking reconstructions.

9781842176641, $65, PB, 2013 
Special Offer $52

RE-PRESENTING THE PAST
arChaeology through
text and image
Edited by Sheila Bonde & Stephen Houston

The archaeological past exists for us
through intermediaries. Some are
written works, while others are visual:
the drawings, paintings, photographs,
powerpoints or computer visualizations

that allow us to re-present past forms of human existence.
This volume brings together nine papers, six of which were
presented at a symposium hosted at Brown University.
Joukowsky Institute Publication 2

9781782972310, $40, PB, 46 b/w figs & 12 col figs, 215p, 2013 
Special Offer $32

GEOPHYSICAL DATA
IN ARCHAEOLOGY
a guide to good praCtiCe
By Armin Schmidt

The extensively revised 2nd edition
systematically explores what should
be included in an Archive, illustrated
with relevant examples. A conceptual
framework is developed that allows

assembling data and meta-data so that they can be deposited
with an Archiving Body. This framework is also mapped
onto typical database structures. Arts and Humanities Data
Service Guides to Good Practice 2001, 2nd edition

9781782971443, $29.95, PB, 88p, 2013 
Special Offer $23.96

CARING FOR DIGITAL DATA
IN ARCHAEOLOGY
a guide to good praCtiCe

While the current methods for
preservation and access to data vary
widely, nearly all of these organizations
agree that careful management 
of digital archaeological resources is
an important aspect of responsible

archaeological stewardship. This guideprovides information
on the best way to create, manage, and document digital
data files produced during the course of an archaeological
project and aims to improve the practice of depositing and
preserving digital information safely within an archive for
future use. ADS Guides 

9781782972495, $30, PB, b/w illus & 1 col, 122p, 2013 
Special Offer $24

OCEANS ODYSSEY 4. 
POTTERY FROM THE
TORTUGAS SHIPWRECK,
STRAITS OF FLORIDA
a merChant vessel From
spain’s 1622 tierra Firme Fleet
Edited by Greg Stemm & Sean Kingsley

The Tortugas shipwreck, identified
as the Portuguese-built and Spanish-

operated 117-ton Buen Jesús y Nuestra Señora del
Rosario, was excavated at a depth of 405 meters in the
Straits of Florida and contained a major collection of
3,800 intact and fragmentary olive jars, tablewares, cooking
vessels and tobacco pipes. 

9781782977100, $45, HB, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $36

OCEANS ODYSSEY 3. DEEP-
SEA TORTUGAS SHIPWRECK,
STRAITS OF FLORIDA
a merChant vessel From
spain's 1622 tierra Firme Fleet
Edited by Sean A. Kingsley & Greg Stemm

In 1990 Seahawk Deep Ocean 
Technology of Tampa, Florida, 
commenced the world’s first robotic

archaeological excavation of a deep-sea shipwreck south of
the Tortugas Islands in the Straits of Florida. Oceans
Odyssey 3 introduces the shipwreck and its artifact collection.
Odyssey Marine Exploration Reports 3

9781782971481, $45, HB, 201p, 2013 
Special Offer $36

OCEANS ODYSSEY 2
underwater heritage
management & deep-sea
shipwreCks in the english
Channel & atlantiC oCean
Edited by Greg Stemm & Sean A. Kingsley

Presented here are the results of the
discovery and archaeological survey
of ten deep-water wrecks. Challenges

to managing underwater cultural heritage are discussed,
along with proposed solutions for curating and storing
collections. Odyssey Marine Exploration Reports 2

9781842174425, $50, HB, b/w & col illus, 354p, 2011 
Special Offer $40

OCEANS ODYSSEY 1
deep-sea shipwreCks in
the english Channel, 
the straits oF gibraltar
and the atlantiC oCean
By Sean Kingsley & Greg Stemm

In ten papers Odyssey Marine 
Exploration presents the results from
four deep-sea shipwrecks and one

major survey conducted between 2003 and 2008. Their
study reveals that the future of deep-sea wreck research has
arrived, but also that many sites are at severe risk from 
destruction from the offshore fishing industry. Odyssey
Marine Exploration Reports 1

9781842174159, $50, HB, 339 col illus, 288p, 2010 
Special Offer $40
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BECOMING EUROPEAN
the transFormation oF
third millennium northern
and western europe
Edited by Christopher Prescott &
Håkon Glorstad

The papers in this anthology provide
an up-to-date survey of trends in
Bell Beaker research, with a focus

on western and northern Europe, as well as developments
in the northern and eastern Scandinavian and Baltic 
regions. The geographical focus, along with the interpretative
perspective, hopefully demonstrates some of the progress
in understanding the histories of third millennium Europe.  

9781842174500, $70, PB, b/w & col illus, 208p, 2011 
Special Offer $56

INTERPRETING
ARCHAEOLOGICALTOPOGRAPHY
Edited by Rachel S. Opitz & 
David C. Cowley

This volume addresses the implications
of multi-scaled topographic data 
for contemporary archaeological 
practice in a rapidly developing
field, drawing on examples of ongoing
projects and reflections on best

practice.Twenty papers from across Europe explore the
implications of these digital 3D datasets for the recording
and interpretation of archaeological topography. 

9781842175163, $80, HB, 185 col illus, 288p, 2013 
Special Offer $64

AN EXAMINATION OF LATE
ASSYRIAN METALWORK
By John Curtis

Although the Assyrian kingdom
that dominated the Ancient Near
East between the 9th and 7th centuries
BC had a rich material culture, attested
particularly by the distinctive stone
wall reliefs and colossal gateway 

figures, practically nothing is known about Assyrian 
metalwork. This volume makes available for the first time
a vast amount of previously unpublished metalwork.

9781842175071, $96, HB, 330p, 2012 
Special Offer $76.80

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
AND THE CITY
Edited by Paul Johnson & 
Martin Millett

In the past 30 years archaeological
field survey has become central to
the practice of Classical Archaeology.
This volume reviews the results of
recent projects and discusses the

ways in which the subject might develop in the future,
with an emphasis on the integration of different strands of
evidence and issues of archaeological interpretation rather
than on the technicalities of particular methodologies. 
University of Cambridge Museum of Classical Archaeology
Monographs 2

9781842175095, $72, PB, 275 illus, 288p, 2012 
Special Offer $57.60

EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE
historiCal perspeCtives
on belieF and teChnology
Edited by Marie Louise Stig Sorensen
& Katharina Rebay-Salisbury

Fourteen papers explore the relationship
between knowledge and the body
through a series of historical and 
archaeological case studies. They

consider the concept of embodied knowledge by exploring
some of the apparent diverse and yet shared forms of what
may be called embodied knowledge. The book explores 
embodied knowledge through a focus on practice.

9781842174906, $60, HB, 42 b/w illus, 176p, 2012 
Special Offer $48

BEYOND THE DEAD HORIZON
studies in modern ConFliCt
arChaeology
Edited by Nicholas J. Saunders

The interdisciplinary study of modern
conflict archaeology has developed
rapidly over the last decade. These
18 papers offer a demonstration of
what modern conflict archaeology
is and what it is capable of and offer

an intellectual home for those not interested in traditional
'war studies' or military history, but who respond to the
idea of a multidisciplinary approach to all modern conflict. 

9781842174715, $70, PB, 90 b/w & col illus, 240p, 2012 
Special Offer $56

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN
METALLURGY IN THE SECOND
MILLENNIUM BC
Edited by Vasiliki Kassianidou &
George Papasavvas

This volume contains papers from
"Eastern Mediterranean Metallurgy
and Metalwork in the Second 
Millennium BC", an international
conference organised in James D.

Muhly's honour by the University of Cyprus. Papers are
devoted to the metallurgy and metalwork of Cyprus, Minoan
and Aegean metal industry, and the connections between
Sardinia and Cyprus. 

9781842174531, $120, HB, 154 b/w illus & 24 tbls, 304p, 2012
Special Offer $96

DATING AND INTERPRETING
THE PAST IN THE WESTERN
ROMAN EMPIRE
essays in honour oF
brenda diCkinson
Edited by David Bird

This volume presents a collection of
more than 30 papers in honor of
one of Europe's leading scholars on

Roman pottery, Brenda Dickinson. Divided into thematic
sections, papers are mostly concerned with her principal
area of study, samian, but also touch on Brenda's other 
interests, including the likely species of Lesbia's pet bird
and language and style in the "British" speeches in Tacitus. 

9781842174432, $130, HB, b/w & col illus, 384p, 2012 
Special Offer $104

TRAC 2013
proCeedings oF the 23rd

annual theoretiCal roman
arChaeology ConFerenCe
Edited by Hannah Platts, Caroline
Barron, Jason Lundock, John Pearce
& Justin Yoo

The twenty-third Theoretical Roman
Archaeology Conference (TRAC)

was held at King’s College, London in Spring 2013. During
the three-day conference nearly 50 papers were delivered,
discussing issues from a wide range of geographical 
regions of the Roman Empire, and applying various 
theoretical and methodological approaches. This volume
contains a selection of papers from the conference 
sessions. TRAC

9781782976905, $70, PB, 160p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $56

TRAC 2012
proCeedings oF the 22nd

annual theoretiCal roman
arChaeology ConFerenCe
Edited by Annabel Bokern, Marion
Bolder-Boos, Stefan Krmnicek, 
Dominik Maschek & Sven Page

The twenty-second Theoretical Roman
Archaeology Conference was held
at the Goethe-University Frankfurt

am Main in spring 2012. During the three-day conference
fifty papers were delivered, discussing issues from a wide
range of geographical regions of the Roman Empire. TRAC 

9781782971979, $70, PB, 220p, 2013 
Special Offer $56

TRAC 2011
proCeedings oF the 21st

annual theoretiCal roman
arChaeology ConFerenCe
Edited by Maria Duggan, Frances
McIntosh & Darrell J. Rohl

This volume was derived from the
twenty-first annual Theoretical
Roman Archaeology Conference,

which took place at the University of Newcastle (14-17
April 2011). TRAC 

9781842174999, $60, PB, 134p, 2012 
Special Offer $48

COMMUNITY ARCHAEOLOGY
themes, methods and praCtiCes
Edited by Gabriel Moshenska &
Sarah Dhanjal

Community Archaeology is an 
assessment of the aims, results and
validity of the broad spectrum of
community archaeology initiatives
taking place today. The 15 papers
presented here are startlingly and

pleasingly diverse, drawing on the expertise and experience
of student archaeologists, academics, professionals, amateurs,
educators and independent practitioners. A number of 
interesting common themes emerge. 

9781842174326, $50, PB, 128p, 2011 
Special Offer $40
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HERITAGE TRANSFORMED
By Ian Baxter

The model proposes that heritage is
transformed from concept to 
object and the agency of change is
management. It explores management
using strategic management analysis
to understand the relationship 
between public institutions, heritage

objects and their use. The analysis shows a development
from administration to strategic management as a way of
effecting change in public institutions over time, producing
new heritage objects and markets for them.

9781842174579, $80, PB, b/w illus, 128p, 2011 
Special Offer $19.98

THE RITUAL KILLING
AND BURIAL OF ANIMALS
european perspeCtives
Edited by Aleksander Pluskowski

This volume presents the state of 
research concerning the killing 
and burial of animals in ritualistic
contexts across Europe to illustrate
how comparable interpretative

frameworks are used by archaeologists working with both
prehistoric and historical societies. Together, the 16 
papers represent a snapshot of the current state of 
research on this aspect of human societies in the past. 

9781842174449, $96, HB, b/w & col illus, 224p, 2011 
Special Offer $76.80 

THE DEATH OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEORY?
Edited by John Bintliff & Mark Pearce

The Death of Archaeological Theory?
addresses the provocative subject of
whether it is time to discount the
burden of somewhat dogmatic theory
and ideology that has defined 
archaeological debate and shaped

archaeology over the last 25 years. John Bintliff questions
what theory is and argues that archaeologists should be
freed from 'Ideopraxists', or those who preach that a single
approach or model is right to the exclusion of all others. 

9781842174463, $26, PB, 9 b/w illus, 96p, 2011
Special Offer $9.98

GATHERING TIME
dating the early neolithiC
enClosures oF southern
britain and ireland
By Alasdair Whittle, Frances Healy
& Alex Bayliss

Gathering Time presents the results
of a dating programme that re-writes
the early Neolithic of Britain by

more accurately dating enclosures, a phenomenon that first
appeared in the early Neolithic: places of construction,
labour, assembly, ritual and deposition. The project has
combined hundreds of new radiocarbon dates with hundreds
of existing dates, using a Bayesian statistical framework. 

9781842174258, $90, HB, over 600 illus & 103 tbls, 992p, 2011 
Special Offer $72 

ARCHAEOMALACOLOGY
REVISITED
non-dietary use oF mollusCs
in arChaeologiCal settings
Edited by Canan Cakirlar

These are the second published 
proceedings of the archaeomalacology
sessions organized by ICAZ (Mexico
City, 2006). The contributions revisit

issues such as provenance of raw materials, dye production
and the secondary uses of industrial shell waste, the role
of shell artifacts in the symbolic world of diverse civilizations,
technology and early cross-regional exchange networks.  

9781842174364, $60, PB, b/w & col illus, 104p, 2011 
Special Offer $19.98 

DEVELOPMENT-LED
ARCHAEOLOGY IN
NORTH-WEST EUROPE
Edited by Richard Bradley, Colin
Haselgrove, Marc Vander Linden &
Leo Webley

Many countries in northern Europe
have seen a huge expansion in 
development-led archaeology over
the past few decades. For the first

time these 12 papers bring together data on developer-led
archaeology in Britain, Ireland, France, the Low Countries,
Germany and Denmark in order to review and evaluate
key common issues. 

9781842174661, $76, PB, b/w illus, 200p, 2012 
Special Offer $60.80

PLACES IN BETWEEN
the arChaeology oF soCial,
Cultural and geographiCal
borders and borderlands
Edited by David Mullin

This book, which grew out of a session
at TAG in 2008, explores some of
the possibilities offered by the study
of borders from an archaeological

point of view and presents new perspectives on borders,
both metaphorical and geographical, from locations as
diverse as Somerset and China, from the Neolithic to the
Cold War. 

9781842179833, $60, PB, 40 illus, 120p, 2011 
Special Offer $48

ETHNOZOOARCHAEOLOGY
the present and past oF
human-animal relationships
Edited by Umberto Albarella & 
Angela Trentacoste

This book examines how the study
of human-animal relations can help
us interpret archaeological evidence.
An international range of contributors

examines fishing, hunting and husbandry, slaughtering
and butchering, ceremonial and ritual practices and techniques
of deposition and disposal in traditional societies. This
broad geographic approach encompasses examples from
different types of societies, ranging from hunter-gatherers
to urban populations. 

9781842179970, $90, HB, b/w illus, 208p, 2011 
Special Offer $72

BECOMING NEANDERTHALS
the earlier british middle
palaeolithiC
By Rebecca Scott

This book explores the development
of classically Neanderthal behaviors
in Europe between MIS 9-6, focusing
on the British record, especially
stone tools as durable residues of
human action. As a geographically

constrained study area, the progressively robust British
chronometric framework now allows previously invisible
patterning in technological behavior. 

9781842179734, $100, HB, 124 illus, 248p, 2011 
Special Offer $24.98

COMPARATIVEARCHAEOLOGIES
the ameriCan southwest
(ad 900-1600) and the iberian
peninsula (3000-1500 bC)
Edited by Katina T. Lillios

Current thinking on the dynamics
of complex societies in the American
Southwest and the Iberian Peninsula
is scrutinized through a focused
comparison of five themes: Histories,

Landscapes, Bodies, Gender, and Art. Leading archaeologists
engage in comparative archaeology recognizing the 
historicities of past societies of similar forms and social
embeddedness of archaeological practice and theory. 

9781935488262, $60, HB, 38 b/w illus & tbls, 312p, 2011 
Special Offer $48

ANTHROPOLOGICALAPPROACHES
TOZOOARCHAEOLOGY
Colonialism, Complexity and
animal transFormations
Edited by Douglas V. Campana,
Pamela Crabtree, S. D. deFrance,
Justin Lev-Tov & A. M. Choyke

Here 28 peer-reviewed papers that
span 4 continents and the Caribbean
islands explore how animals were

incorporated into the diets and religions of many unique
societies. The temporal range is from the Neolithic to the
Spanish colonization of the New World as well as to modern
tourist trade in indigenous animal art. 

9781842173909, $160, HB, 152 b/w illus & 53 tbls, 320p, 2010 
Special Offer $29.98 

LANDSCAPESTHROUGHTHELENS
aerial photographs and
the historiC environment
Edited by David C. Cowley, Robin
A. Standring & Matthew J. Abicht

This volume presents the rich archival
historic aerial imagery, traditional
photographs and those captured
from satellites, for the exploration

and management of cultural heritage. Case studies, written
by leading experts in their fields, illustrate the applications
of this imagery across a wide range of heritage issues,
from prehistoric cultivation and settlement patterns, to the
impact of recent landscape change. 

9781842179819, $90, PB, b/w & col illus, 288p, 2010 
Special Offer $29.98 
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MATERIAL MNEMONICS
everyday memory in
prehistoriC europe
By Katina T. Lillios & Vasileios Tsamis

This book provides a fresh approach
to the archaeological study of memory.
Drawing on case studies from the
British Isles, Scandinavia, central 

Europe, Greece, Italy and the Iberian Peninsula that date
from the Neolithic through the Iron Age, the book's 
authors explore the implications of our understanding of
the past when memory and mnemonic practices are
placed in the center of cultural analyses. 

9781842179666, $70, PB, b/w illus, 192p, 2010 
Special Offer $19.98

EXPERIMENTATION
AND INTERPRETATION
the use oF experimental
arChaeology in the study
oF the past
Edited by Dana C. E. Millson

These proceedings present contributions
to a session on Experimental Archaeology

held at TAG in 2008.  They range from the history of 
experimentation in archaeology and its place within the
field today, to the theory behind 'the experiment', to 
several projects which have used controlled experimentation
to test hypotheses about archaeological remains, past 
action, and the scientific processes we use. 

9781842173992, $60, PB, b/w illus, 144p, 2010 
Special Offer $19.98

BODYPARTSANDBODIESWHOLE
By Marie L. S. Sorensen, Jessica Hughes,
Katharina Rebay-Salisbury, Marie
Louise Stig Sorensen & Celine Hughes

This collection of papers puts bodily
fragmentation into a long-term historical
perspective. The temporal spread of
the papers collected here indicates

both the consistent importance and the varied perception
of body parts in the archaeological record of Europe and
the Near East. Using case studies from a range of locations
and time periods, each chapter brings a different insight
to the role of body parts and body wholes. 

9781842174029, $60, HB, 89 b/w illus, 176p, 2010 
Special Offer $48

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF
POLITICS AND POWER
where, when and why
the First states Formed
By Charles Keith Maisels

This book describes how states
formed in Egypt and Mesopotamia,
China and the Andes, and also how

the Indus Civilization functioned without a state.
Grounded in archaeological data, it examines human 
nature, morality, violence and governance, issues of 
special importance to everyone, but in particular to students
of politics, anthropology, psychology and sociology, as
well as archaeology.

9781842173527, $65, PB, b/w illus, 440p, 2010 
Special Offer $19.98

ARCHAEOLOGY
AND ANTHROPOLOGY
understanding similarity, 
exploring diFFerenCe
By Duncan Garrow & Thomas Yarrow

This book focuses on the relationship
between the disciplines of archaeology
and anthropology. Both disciplines

arose from a common project: a desire to understand
human social and cultural diversity. The papers draw on a
range of theoretical perspectives and empirical case-studies.

9781842173879, $70, PB, 200p, 2010 
Special Offer $19.98

CULT IN CONTEXT
reConsidering ritual
in arChaeology
By Caroline Malone & David Barrowclough

Gods, deities, symbolism, deposition,
cosmology and intentionality are all
features of the study of early ritual and
cult. This collection of papers explores

a wide range of prehistoric and early historic archaeological
contexts from Britain, Europe and beyond. 

9781842179642, $80, PB, b/w illus, 8p col plts, 368p, 2010 
Special Offer $19.98

ARCHAEOLOGY AND MEMORY
Edited by Dusan Boric

This volume seeks to examine the 
diversity of mnemonic systems and
their significance in different past 
contexts as well as the epistemological
and ontological importance of 
archaeological practice and narratives

in constituting the human historical condition. 

9781842173633, $110, HB, 78 b/w illus, 272p, 2010 
Special Offer $24.98

SEEING LITHICS
a middle-range theory
For testing For Cultural
transmission in the pleistoCene
By Gilbert B. Tostevin

The project combines a new middle-
range theory as well as a new 
approach to characterizing Paleolithic

assemblages for systematic comparison of units of 
analysis appropriate to distinguishing forces of change in
cultural evolution.
American School of Prehistoric Research Monograph 

9781842175279, $35, HB, 608p, 2013 
Special Offer $28

THE SOCIAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF
FUNERARY REMAINS
By Rebecca Gowland & Christopher Knusel

Human bones form the most direct
link to understanding how people
lived in the past, who they were and
where they came from. The nineteen
papers in this edited volume are an 

attempt to redress this. Studies in Funerary Archaeology 1

9781842173657, $80, PB, 320p, 2009 
Special Offer $64

CIPIÈRES
landsCape and Community in
alpes-maritimes, FranCe
By David Austin, Rosamond Faith,
Andrew Fleming & David Siddle

Cipières, in the Alpes-Maritimes, is 
a French upland landscape rich in 
archaeology. This volume brings 

together documentary sources retained in the village with
evidence to produce an interdisciplinary and holistic account
of the development of one community and its lands. 

9781905119998, $76, PB, b/w & col illus, 432p, 2013 
Special Offer $60.80

BUILDING THE GREAT STONE
CIRCLES OF THE NORTH
Edited by Colin Richards

More people visit these structures than
any other form of prehistoric monument
and visitors stand in awe at their scale
and question how and why they were
erected. This book looks at the enigmatic

stone structures of Scotland and investigates the background
of their construction and their cultural significance.

9781909686120, $65, PB, b/w & col illus, 320p, 2013 
Special Offer $52

INTERPRETING
THE ENGLISH VILLAGE
landsCape and Community at
shapwiCk, somerset
By Mick Aston & Dr. Christopher Gerrard

The Shapwick Project examined the
development of an English parish and
village over a ten thousand-year period.
In addition we learn how a group of

enthusiastic and dedicated scholars unravelled this story.

9781905119455, $49.95, PB, 233 illus, 416p, 2013 
Special Offer $39.96

FEAR OF FARMING
By Caroline Wickham-Jones

The environmental crisis is one of the
most pressing concerns to face the
population of the world today. This
book traces the origins of our present
situation to the changes that came
about with the introduction of 

farming to Britain 6000 years ago and the inexorable
course of human development since then. 

9781905119325, $33.95, PB, 3 illus, 176p, 2010 
Special Offer $27.16

EXTINCTIONS AND INVASIONS
a soCial history oF british Fauna
Edited by Terry O'Connor & Naomi Jane Sykes

Drawing on new research in the fields
of archaeology, ecology and history,
this book examines how human 
society, culture, diet, lifestyles and
whole landscapes were shaped by 

the animal extinctions and introductions that occurred 
in Britain since the last Ice Age. 

9781905119318, $56, PB, 43 b/w illus & 10 tbls, 208p, 2010 
Special Offer $14.98
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THE VALLETTA CONVENTION
twenty years aFter
beneFits, problems, Challenges
Edited by Victoria M. van der Haas and Peter A. C. Schut

The Valletta Convention (1992) was the result of a process
which started with the Convention of London (1969) where
the foundation for contemporary archaeological preservation
was laid. The inclusion of archaeology in the process of
spatial planning was one of the most important milestones.
In most European countries it meant a strong growth 
of archaeological research, including the emergence of
commercial archaeology, while also in situ conservation
received increasing attention. However, the close interaction

between archaeology and spatial planning also meant a risk. Over the past few years it
has not been easy for archaeological research due to the recession. The youngest gener-
ation of archaeologists can hardly comprehend what archaeology was like before 1992.
Now, in 2014, we can say that Valletta has become visible in all parts of archaeology. Not
only are new residential quarters, industrial and infrastructural works archaeologically
investigated, also within the field of public information and cultural tourism there are
important achievements. The implications for education are great. Although the main
focus within archaeological training lies in scientific research, there is a visible expansion
of training for policy archaeologists. In this publication the main topics are addressed.
Not only the successes, but also the challenges and possible solutions will be addressed.
Due to articles written by experts from different parts of Europe, this publication 
provides the reader with a good view of the state of affairs in various countries.
EAC Occasional Papers 9

9789639911499, $50, HB, 77, 184p, 2014, NYP, English/French Text
Special Offer $40

TRANSITIONSTOTHEBRONZEAGE. INTERREGIONAL
INTERACTION AND SOCIO-CULTURAL CHANGE
IN THE THIRD MILLENIUM BC CARPATHIAN
BASIN AND NEIGHBOURING REGIONS
Edited by Volker Heyd, Gabriella Kulcsar & Vajk Szeverenyi

The meetings of the most significant archaeological 
association of Europe, the European Association of 
Archaeologists (EAA), provide an outstanding opportunity
for dialogues between scholars of various countries and
backgrounds. At the 16th meeting, held in September 2010
in The Hague, The Netherlands, Volker Heyd, Gabriella
Kulcsár and Vajk Szeverényi organized a full-day conference
session focusing on interregional contacts and social, 

economic and cultural change in the third millennium BC in and around the Carpathian
Basin. This book is based on the papers given at this session. The 13 articles of this 
volume discuss problems of transition and change from the Late Copper to the Early
Bronze Age. The book highlights temporal and spatial dynamics in the interregional 
interactions and communication networks among various societies of that period. 
Traditional typo-chronological approaches are supplemented by the results of absolute
dating, anthropological and biochemical investigations and statistical analyses. Also
new finds and materials are presented and new perspectives offered. The publication of
the volume will certainly promote communication between the archaeological schools
of western and east Central Europe, providing new aspects for future research as well.
It will likewise contribute a great deal to our knowledge about the Carpathian Basin in
the third millennium BC so important in bridging the prehistoric east and southeast to
the west of the Continent. Archaeolingua Main Series 30

9789639911482, $95, HB, b/w & col illus, 358p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $76

WHO CARES? PERSPECTIVES ON PUBLIC AWARENESS,
PARTICIPATIONANDPROTECTIONINARCHAEOLOGICAL
HERITAGE MANAGEMENT
Edited by Agneta Lagerlöf

The reports of acts of plunder and vandalism affecting 
Europe’s archaeological heritage have increased in recent
years. The result is loss of irreplaceable cultural artifacts and
the destruction of archaeological sites and monuments. 
This is facts that need analyzing in order to be understood. 
The increasing numbers of reports on tampering with ancient
monuments and archaeological materials may reflect more

acts of plunder. But it could also reflect a higher incidence of reporting of such acts to
competent authorities or a combination of them both. A third solution is of course that
acts of plunder are currently deemed more newsworthy than before in our part of the
world. And if this is the case, we must ask why has this become important now, and also,
how does this influence our understanding of what is happening? EAC Occasional Paper 8

9789639911420, $42, HB, 81 illustrations, 136p, 2013, English/French Text 
Special Offer $33.60

HERITAGE REINVENTS EUROPE
Edited by Dirk Callebaut, Jan Marik & Jana Marikova-Kubkova

Does cultural heritage bind or separate; does it have the power
to add value to the ‘Europe-feeling’? Will emphasising the
commonalities in national histories speed up the process of
European integration? Can shared cultural roots contribute to
economic union? Furthermore, should cultural heritage serve
as an instrument in the promotion of civil understanding of
the ‘building of Europe’? Unity in Diversity, the motto of the
European Union, has, since World War II, seldom been as 
relevant as it is today. In these difficult economic times Europe

is more and more confronted with the phenomenon that citizens openly stand up for
the defence of their national and regional interests. This has put enormous pressure on
the process of European integration and the concept of a shared European identity based
on the cultures of individual EU member states. EAC Occasional Paper 7

9789639911413, $54, HB, 223p, 2013, English/French Text 
Special Offer $43.20

LARGE-SCALE EXCAVATIONS IN EUROPE
Fieldwork strategies and sCientiFiC outCome
By Jorg Bofinger & Dirk Krausse

During the last few decades, the number of large-scale 
excavations has increased significantly. Such excavations have
become an important element of archaeological cultural 
heritage management. This kind of large-area fieldwork off ers
not only new data, finds and additional archaeological sites,
but also gives new insights into the interpretation of archaeological
landscapes as a whole. Our view of the results of older excavations
and our ideas on settlement structures and land use in the past

has changed dramatically as a result. New patterns concerning human "off site activities",
e.g. field systems, or types of sites which were previously underrepresented, can only be
detected by large-scale excavations. Linear projects especially, such as pipelines and 
motorways, offer the possibility to extrapolate and propose models of land use and 
environment on the regional and macro-regional scale. EAC Occasional Paper 6

9789639911291, $44, HB, b/w & col illus, 208p, 2012 
Special Offer $35.20

REMOTE SENSING FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL
HERITAGEMANAGEMENT
By David C. Cowley

Remote sensing is one of the main foundations of archaeological
data, underpinning knowledge and understanding of the historic
environment. The volume, arising from a symposium organised
by the Europae Archaeologiae Consilium (EAC) and the Aerial
Archaeology Research Group (AARG), provides up to date expert
statements on the methodologies, achievements and potential
of remote sensing with a particular focus on archaeological
heritage management. Well-established approaches and techniques

are set alongside new technologies and data-sources, with discussion covering relative
merits and applicability, and the need for integrated approaches to understanding and
managing the landscape.Case studies drawn from the contrasting landscapes of Europe
illustrate best practice and innovative projects. EAC Occasional Paper 5

9789639911208, $60, HB, col illus, 312p, 2011 
Special Offer $48
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HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT OF
FARMED ANDFORESTED
LANDSCAPES IN EUROPE
By Stephen Trow, Vincent
Holyoak & Emmet Byrnes

Some 40 per cent of Europe
is farmed and 47 per cent
forested. The future of 
the majority of Europe’s 
archaeological sites there-
fore depends on rural 
land uses that lie outside 

the spatial planning and development control systems 
of its various nation states. This volume, produced by 
the European Association of Archaeologists (EAA) 
and Europae Archaeologiae Consilium (EAC) Joint 
Working Group on Farming, Forestry and Rural Land
Management, examines the challenges posed by 
agriculture, forestry and other rural land uses in 
terms of the long-term conservation of Europes 
archaeological sites and the management of its historic
landscapes.
EAC Occasional Paper 4

9789639911178, $44, HB, col illus, 184p, 2010 
Special Offer $35.20

APPROPRIATE
NARRATIVES
arChaeologists,
publiCs and stories
Edited by Elisabeth Niklasson
& Thomas Meier

How do different publics 
receive and transform the
stories of archaeologists?
Archaeologists frequently,
and often disappointingly,
realise that their academic
results are heavily “misun-

derstood” and transformed when their stories enter 
public discourse, even if they themselves have 
simplified their stories before handing them over to 
the visitor, listener or reader. The eleven authors of 
this book regard such public receptions of archaeological
narratives as productive transformations in their own
right and reject an old fashioned notion of academic
knowledge versus the misunderstood and deteriorated
narratives of “the villagers”. The paternalistic guidance 
of the public towards the academically sanctioned 
truth, as endorsed by modernity, has meant that these 
appropriations have consistently been disregarded 
and deemed useless. However, if we view such public
transformations of archaeological knowledge as attempts
to make archaeologists’ results meaningful outside the 
academic sphere, they become vital for archaeologists 
to understand their own place in wider society. More
specifically, such analysis of what is received on different
levels and how archaeological narratives are transformed,
will enhance archaeologists’ ability to meet requirements
of different publics and relate to their preconceptions 
of both archaeologists and objects.
Series Minor 33

9789639911475, $51, PB, 298p, 2013 
Special Offer $40.80

EXPLORATIONS IN SALT
ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE
CARPATHIAN ZONE
By Anthony Harding & 
Valerii Kavruk

This book presents research
on the archaeology of salt 
in Central and Eastern 
Europe, based on fieldwork
carried out between 2003
and 2012. The authors 
conducted a detailed and
thorough examination of

sites in several countries, concentrating particularly on 
an area of northern Transylvania where extensive
wooden remains are preserved in salt streams. 
A hitherto unknown technology for salt production is 
described; a long series of radiocarbon dates places 
this production predominantly in the Bronze Age 
with later phases of activity in the Iron Age and early 
medieval periods. The book represents a milestone in salt
research. It presents a detailed picture of salt production
technology where little such research has previously 
been carried out; and for the first time it provides clear 
evidence for the date at which the production occurred.
Specialist contributors add detailed information on a
range of related topics. Main Series 28

9789639911444, $99, HB, 332p, 2013 
Special Offer $79.20

ON THE ROAD TO
RECONSTRUCTING
THE PAST
By Erzsebet Jerem, 
Ferenc Redo & 
Vajk Szeverenyi

This collection, along 
with the framework in
which it was produced, 
offers an image of the 
present relationship between
archaeology and computer
science. The volume is made

up of 54 papers. The attached CD contains the full 
material including eighty-four contributions presented at
the 2008 CAA conference in Budapest. The studies are
grouped around four large topics: Remote Sensing and
Arial Photography; Data Acquisition and Management;
GIS and Intrasite Analysis and finally Virtual Reconstruction
and Visualisation.

9789639911307, $62, PB, b/w illus, 427p, 2011 
Special Offer $49.60

ARCHAEOBOTANY
IN HUNGARY
seed, Fruit and
beverage remains in
the Carpathian basin
From the neolithiC to
the late middle ages
By Ferenc Gyulai

This volume presents an 
inventory of all seed, fruit
and beverage remains from
130 years of excavations in
Hungary and stretching

back some 8000 years. Ferenc Gyulai's accompanying
analysis traces the history of archaeobotanical research
in Hungary, reviews methodologies for collecting, 
processing and identifying finds, and then presents a
comprehensive history of agriculture in Hungary. Aside
from plant cultivation, the discussion covers types of food
and drink, and nutritional aspects. 

9789638046932, $118, HB, b/w figs & CD-Rom, 478p, 2010 
Special Offer $94.40

SITUATING GENDER
IN EUROPEAN
ARCHAEOLOGY
Edited by Liv Helga Dommasnes
& Tove Hjorungdal

This volume contains fifteen
studies of gender and 
archaeology in Europe from
different perspectives These
perspectives include the
contributions to research
history of gender in archae-
ology as well as case-

studies that focus on gender relations in countries 
including: Iberia, Scandinavia, Russia, Eastern Europe,
and the Eastern Mediterranean. In addition, two introductory
essays place these various approaches in context, 
explicitly considering how knowledge is created by 
scholars located (situated) in time and space, how 
different academic traditions and regional approaches 
are (or are not) represented in the dominant English-
language literature, and how gender research is 
disseminated to the public and to academic audiences.

9789639911154, $48, PB, illus, 309p, 2010 
Special Offer $38.40
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CREATING THE HUMAN PAST
an epistemology oF pleistoCene arChaeology
By Robert Bednarik

This book examines systematically both the theoretical and
practical issues that have characterized the discipline over
the past two centuries. Some of the historically most 
consequential mistakes in archaeology are dissected and
explained, together with the effects of the related controversies.
The theoretical basis of the discipline is deliberated in some
detail, leading to the diagnosis that there are in fact numerous
archaeologies, all with different notions of commensurability,
ideologies, and purposes. Their various perspectives of
what archaeology is and does are considered and the range

of views of the human past is illuminated in this book. How humans became what they
are today is of profound importance to understanding ourselves, both as a species and
individually. Our psychology, cognition, diseases, intellect, communication forms, 
physiology, predispositions, ideologies, culture, genetics, behavior, and, perhaps most
importantly, our reality constructs are all the result of our evolutionary history. Therefore
the models archaeology—especially Pleistocene archaeology—creates of our past are
not just narratives of what happened in human history; they are fundamental to every
aspect of our existence. 

9781905739639, $30, PB, b/w & col illus, 186p, 2013 
Special Offer $24

CERAMIC PETROGRAPHY
the interpretation oF arChaeologiCal pottery
& related arteFaCts in thin seCtion
By Patrick Sean Quinn

Thin section ceramic petrography is a versatile interdisciplinary
analytical tool for the characterization and interpretation
of archaeological pottery and related artefacts, including
ceramic building materials, refractories and plaster. Using
over 200 colour photomicrographs of thin sections from 
a diverse range of artefacts, archaeological periods and 
geographic regions, this book illustrates the spectrum of
compositional and microstructural phenomena that occur
within ancient ceramics under the micro-scope and 

provides comprehensive guidelines for their study within archaeology. The book is 
structured according to the main steps involved in the analysis and interpretation of 
archaeological ceramic thin sections, including classification, characterization, the 
determination of provenance and the reconstruction of manufacturing technology. 
It can be used as a reference manual for microscope research as well as a course book
for specialist training on thin section petrography and archaeological ceramic analysis.
[See also Interpreting Silent Artefacts: Petrographic Approaches to Archaeological 
Ceramics (2010) edited by Patrick Sean Quinn. ISBN 9781905739295] 

9781905739592, $70, PB, color throughout, 260p, 2013
Special Offer $56

ARCHAEOGRAPHIES
exCavating neolithiC dispilio
By Fotis Ifantidis

The close relationship between photography and archaeology
is widely acknowledged. since its invention, photography
has been an indispensable documentation tool for archaeology,
while the development of digital technology has facilitated
the growing needs of an archaeological excavation in recording

and archiving. still, both photography and archaeology are much more than documentation
practices. on the one hand, photography is the most appropriate medium for creating
visual art; on the other, the excavation is a locus where material and immaterial knowledges
are constantly being produced, reproduced and represented; as such, it constitutes an
ideal “topos” for experimentation in creating images. This entangled relationship between
photography and archaeology, and art and documentation, has only recently attracted
attention, emerging as a separate field of study. archaeographies: excavating neolithic
dispilio consists one of the very first experimentations in printed format, dealing with
this visual interplay between archaeology and photography. 

9781905739622, $19, PB, 96 b&w, 112p, 2013 
Special Offer $15.20

WROXETER, THE CORNOVII AND THE URBAN PROCESS
volume 2: CharaCterizing the City. Final report
oF the wroxeter hinterland projeCt, 1994-1997 
By R. H. White, C. Gaffney, V. L. Gaffney & A. Baker

in the mid 1990s, the site of the roman city of viroconium
Cornoviorum at wroxeter, shropshire, was subjected to one 
of the most intensive campaigns of geophysical survey ever 
carried out on a roman town. The result was a complete plan
of the city using magnetometry but also significant deployment
of other technologies including resistance, gpr and more 
experimental technologies. since that time, geophysical survey

has continued intermittently, using the site as a geophysical laboratory. This volume 
reports on the archaeological interpretation of this work, marrying the extensive and
nuanced geophysical data with a detailed analysis of the existing aerial photographic
record created by arnold baker during the 1950s to 1980s. The resulting work is the
first insula by insula description of all the visible buildings in the town, the first time
that this has been attempted for a romano-british town, and one of the few attempted
anywhere in the empire. The volume also contains detail of small-scale excavations that
have been carried out since 1999 on the site. 

9781905739615, $30, PB, b/w & col illus, 227p, 2013, English/German Text 
Special Offer $24 

WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY ATTHE PITT RIVERS MUSEUM
a CharaCterization
Edited by Dan Hicks & Alice Stevenson

world archaeology at the pitt rivers museum: a 
characterization introduces the range, history and significance
of the archaeological collections of the pitt rivers museum,
oxford. in 29 newly-commissioned essays written by a 
specialist team, the volume explores more than 136,000 
artefacts from 145 countries, from the stone age to the 
modern period, and from england to easter island. pioneering
a new approach in museum studies, this landmark volume 

is an essential reference work for archaeologists around the world, and a unique 
introduction to the archaeological collections of one of the world’s most famous 
museums.

9781905739585, $79, PB, b/w & col illus, 572p, 2013 
Special Offer $63.20 

THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN TRADE IN
CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIALS
a Case study in Carthage and beirut
By Philip Mills

This study addresses the level of interregional trade of ceramic
building material (Cbm), traditionally seen as a high bulk low
value commodity, within the ancient mediterranean between
the third century bC and the seventh century ad. it examines
the impact of different modes of production, distribution and
consumption of Cbm and how archaeological assemblages
differ from what is predicted by current models of the ancient

economy. it also explores how Cbm can be used to investigate cultural identity and
urban form. Cbm has great potential in investigating these topics. it survives in large
quantities in the archaeological record; it is transported as a commodity in its own right,
not as a container for other products like amphorae. The amount of Cbm used in 
a building can be estimated, and this can be extrapolated to urban centres to model 
consumption in ways that are not possible for other goods. This allows the potential 
derivation of economic information to a higher level of precision than is the case for
other materials. The material used in this study derives from stratified assemblages from
two major ports of the ancient mediterranean: Carthage and beirut. Cbm as a material
is comparable to pottery, only it does not exhibit the same range of forms. This leaves
fabric as a major means of analysing Cbm samples. 

9781905739608, $60, PB, b/w & col illus, 132p, 2013 
Special Offer $48 
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DICTIONARY OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
TERMS
english-italian / 
italian-english
By Andrea Vianello

This concise dictionary is 
intended to be helpful in the
reading of archaeological
books and publications, and
in the writing of papers and
articles in both English 
and Italian. The aim of this 

work is to help, in particular, students and on-site 
archaeologists to find quickly a word relating to a 
specific period, a specific area or a research field, in a 
book easy to carry everywhere; but this dictionary is also
intended for those with a general interest in archaeology
wishing to broaden their vocabulary!

9781905739493, PB, $20, 124p, 2012, English/Italian Text 
Special Offer $16 

DICTIONARY OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TERMS
english-german/
german-english
By Marie-Christine Junghans &
Florian Schimpf

This concise dictionary is 
intended to be helpful in the
reading of archaeological books
and publications, and in the
writing of papers and articles in

both English and German. The aim of this work is to help,
in particular, students and on-site archaeologists to find
quickly a word relating to a specific period, a specific area
or a research field, in a book easy to carry everywhere;
but this dictionary is also intended for those with a general
interest in archaeology wishing to broaden their vocabulary!

9781905739561, $20, PB, 138p, 2012, English/German Text 
Special Offer $16 

DICTIONARY OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TERMS
english-spanish / 
spanish-english
By Domingos Carlos Salazar Garica
& Andrea Moreno Martin

This concise dictionary is 
intended to be helpful in the
reading of archaeological books
and publications, and in the
writing of papers and articles in

both English and Spanish. The aim of this work is to help,
in particular, students and on-site archaeologists to find
quickly a word relating to a specific period, a specific area
or a research field, in a book easy to carry everywhere;
but this dictionary is also intended for those with a general
interest in archaeology wishing to broaden their 
vocabulary! 

9781905739479, $20, PB, 2011, English/Spanish Text 
Special Offer $16 

DICTIONARY OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TERMS
english-greek/ 
greek-english
By Nikos Koutsoumpos

Continuing the Archaeopress
series of pocket-sized Dictionaries
of Archaeological Terms, here is
a dictionary of useful terms
compiled to assist in the reading
of archaeological books and

publications, and in the writing of papers and articles, in
both English and Greek. It covers Aegean prehistory
through to Hellenistic and Roman times.

9781905739387, $19.95, PB, 92p, 2011, English/Greek Text
Special Offer $15.96

SEARCH THE PAST- 
FIND THE PRESENT. 
QUALITIES OFARCHAEOLOGY
AND HERITAGE IN
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
By Cornelius J. Holtorf

Archaeologists are regarded as
searching in our present reality
for traces of the past. However,
in this text the author argues
that archaeologists searching

for the past will instead find their present. In reviewing
the relations between archaeology, heritage and 
contemporary society, he argues that the remains of 
the past which archaeology studies are much more 
than a record of past human realities. Instead, he proposes
that archaeological objects and practices can be conceived
of as media of social practice. They assist us in negotiating
our very own social realities and our understanding of
what it means to be human. It is this quality that archaeology
and heritage should mainly be concerned about in 
contemporary society. 

9781905739530, $12, PB, 30p, 2012 
Special Offer $9.60

DISSENT WITH
MODIFICATION
human origins, 
palaeolithiC
arChaeology
and evolutionary
anthropology
in britain 1859-1901
By John McNabb

This book explores human 
origins and the development as

a scientific debate in the years after 1859. drawing on 
archaeology, anthropology and human palaeontology, it
sets the emerging discipline of Palaeolithic studies in its
broader social and intellectual context, and shows how in
its first forty years the understanding of the Palaeolithic
adapted to profound changes in the scientific knowledge
of the origin of our species. This fascinating book 
incorporates original research with synthesis and
overview. 

9781905739523, $60, PB b/w & col illus, 377p, 2012 
Special Offer $48 

WRECKPROTECT
deCay and proteCtion
oF arChaeologiCal
wooden shipwreCks
Edited by Charlotte Gjelstrup
Björdal & David Gregory

This book stems from the 
results of an interdisciplinary
European Union supported 
research project, WreckProtect,
which investigated the decay

and preservation of wooden shipwrecks under water 
in the Baltic Sea. It is not limited to the decay of wrecks 
in the Baltic alone and is aimed at all stakeholders with 
a vested interest in the protection of the underwater 
cultural heritage including marine archaeologists, 
conservators, engineers, and students in related fields at
universities around the world. The book includes chapters
on the anatomy and structure of wood and the physical
and biological decay of shipwrecks under water. 
Well-known shipwrecks in the Baltic Sea are introduced,
focusing upon their state of preservation and are 
compared to finds typically found in the North Sea and
the Mediterranean. 

9781905739486, $40, HB, color throughout, 2012 
Special Offer $32 

INTERPRETING SILENT
ARTEFACTS
petrographiC approaChes
to arChaeologiCal
CeramiCs
By Patrick Sean Quinn

This volume presents a range 
of petrographic case studies 
as applied to archaeological
problems, primarily in the field 
of pottery analysis, i.e. ceramic

petrography. Petrographic analysis involves using polar-
izing optical microscopy to examine microstructures and
the compositions of rock and mineral inclusions in thin
section, and has become a widely used technique within
archaeological science. The results of these analyses are
embedded in regionally specific reports and research papers.

9781905739295, $50, PB, b/w illus, 294p, 2010 
Special Offer $40 

AT THE END OF
THE RIVER
the Coorong and
lower lakes
By David Paton

At the End of the River is 
beautifully presented and writ-
ten by one of the Coorong’s
most knowledgeable ecologists.
This book is an essential read
for those responsible for 

making the decisions that will determine the future of 
the Coorong.

9781921511660, $49, HB, 247p, 2010, ATF Press 
Special Offer $39.20 
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RITUAL BONES OR
COMMON WASTE
a study oF early
medieval bone deposits in
northern europe
By J. Thilderkvist

This book addresses the problems
of identifying human actions
behind finds of bones in 
settlement archaeology, exem-
plified with the identification of 

ritual deposits. In order to formulate a methodological
framework for approaching the identification of ritual 
deposits, different methods are tested on four Early 
Medieval case studysites: Dongjum and Leeuwarden, two
artificial dwelling mounds situated in the then undiked
salt marches of the Northern Netherlands, Midlaren, an
inland settlement in Drenthe, also in the Northern
Netherlands, and finally Uppåkra, a central place in the
South of Sweden. The bone fragments from the four 
materials are studied in a five step process of definition,
description, identification, interpretation and explanation.
The deposits are discussed with the help of various 
archaeological, ethnographic and historical sources. The
results of the analysis lead to a methodological framework
for understanding individual deposits based on a holistic
perspective where all information is regarded as potentially
valuable, various methods are taken into consideration,
and simplification is avoided. 
Groningen Archaeological Studies 24

9789491431319, $37, PB, Illus, 187p, 2014, NYP, Barkhuis 
Special Offer $29.60

HANDBOOK OF PLANT
PALAEOECOLOGY
By R. T. J. Cappers & R. Neef

Plant palaeoecologists use data
from plant fossils and plant subfossils
to reconstruct ecosystems of the
past. This book deals with the study
of subfossil plant material retrieved
from archaeological excavations

and cores dated to the Late Glacial and Holocene. One of
the main objectives of this book is to describe the
processes that underlie the formation of the archaeob-
otanical archive and the ultimate composition of the 
archaeobotanical records, being the data that are sampled
and identified from this immense archive. Our 
understanding of these processes benefits from a knowledge
of plant ecology and traditional agricultural practices and
food processing. This handbook summarizes the basic
ecological principles that relate to the reconstruction 
of former vegetations and of agricultural practices in 
particular. We hope this book will help palaeobotanists,
environmental archaeologists, and colleagues from 
related disciplines optimize inferences based on what 
we could term old-style archaeobotany. And we hope 
that our observations will serve as an eye-opener and 
improve future research, not only as it is practised in 
our laboratories, but also as it is practised in the field. 
Groningen Archaeological Studies 19

9789491431074, $75, HB, 475p, 2012, Barkhuis 
Special Offer $60

A BOUQUET OF
ARCHAEOZOOLOGICAL
STUDIES
essays in honour oF
wietske prummel
Edited by D. C. M. Raemaekers, E. Esser,
Roel C. G. M. Lauwerier & J. T. Zeiler

This volume comprises papers 
presented to Wietske Prummel on

the occasion of her retirement from the Groningen Institute
of Archaeology (University of Groningen) in 2012. The
contributions cover a wide range of topics from all realms
of archaeozoology. Groningen Archaeological Studies 21

9789491431159, $36, PB, full col Illus, 214p, 2012, Barkhuis
Special Offer $28.80

DIGITAL ATLAS OF ECONOMIC
PLANTS IN ARCHAEOLOGY
By R. Neef, RTJ Cappers & RM Bekker

The third part of the Digital Plant
Atlas presents illustrations of sub-
fossil remains of plants with 
economic value. These plant remains
mainly derive from excavations in
the Old World. Plant material is usually

very perishable, but can be preserved in archaeological sites
if the biological decay of the material is blocked. Many
plant remains are discovered during excavations in 
carbonized form. Groningen Archaeological Studies 17

9789491431029, $295, HB, 760p, 2012, Barkhuis 
Special Offer $236

BIRDS IN ARCHAEOLOGY
proCeedings oF the 6th
meeting oF the iCaz bird
working group in groningen
Edited by W. Prummel, J. T. Zeiler &
DC Brinkhuizen

This volume comprises the papers
presented at the 6th Meeting of the
ICAZ Bird Working Group, held in
August 2008 in Groningen, the

Netherlands. The subjects of the contributions range from
New Zealand, South America and the Near East to Europe
and vary in time from the Pleistocene up to the late 19th
century. Groningen Archaeological Studies 12

9789077922774, $73, PB, 284p, 2010, Barkhuis 
Special Offer $58.40

PALAEOHISTORIA 53/54
(2011/2012)
Edited by P.A.J. Attema, E. Bolhuis,
R. T. J. Cappers, MA Los-Weijns, J.
H. M. Peeters, ND Maring-Van der
Pers, W. Prummel & S. Voutsaki

The annual journal Palaeohistoria 
is edited by the staff of the Groningen
Institute of Archaeology, and carries
detailed articles on material culture,

analysis of radiocarbon data and the results of excavations,
surveys and coring campaigns. 

9789491431142, $270, HB, b/w & col illus, 2012, Barkhuis
Special Offer $216

REGARDING THE DEAD
human remains in the
british museum
Edited by Alexandra Fletcher, 
Daniel Antoine & J. D. Hill

A key publication on the British
Museum's approach to the ethical
issues surrounding the inclusion 
of human remains in museum 

collections and possible solutions to the dilemmas 
relating to their curation, storage, access management 
and display. British Museum Research Publication 197

9780861591978, $80, PB, 80 illus, 180p, 2014, NYP,
British Museum Press 
Special Offer $64

THE PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES
SCHEME AND ROMAN BRITAIN
By Tom Brindle

Around 40 per cent of the artefacts
recorded on the database are of
Roman date. Bringing together vast
quantities of seemingly random
finds scattered across the English
and Welsh countryside, Tom

Brindle brings order to this data by showing how it can
be used to indicate the presence of 240 previously unknown
Roman sites. British Museum Research Publication 196

9780861591961, $80, PB, 70 maps, 206p, 2014, NYP,
British Museum Press Special Offer $64

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN
A GREEK RURAL LANDSCAPE
the laConia survey vol. ii
Edited by William Cavanagh, J. H.
Crouwel, D. R. Shipley & Richard Catling

This intensive, full-coverage survey
was conducted by the Universities
of Nottingham and Amsterdam in
conjunction with the British School

at Athens between 1983 and 1988. It covered a territory
of just over 70 sq km in central Laconia, extending from
the east side of the River Evrotas, close to Sparta, up into
the foothills of the Parnon range. Supplementary Volume 27

9780904887235, $140, HB, 72 pottery drawings, 220
illus, 22 plates & folded survey map in pocket, 459p, 2012,
British School at Athens Special Offer $112

VEII. THE HISTORICAL
TOPOGRAPHY OF THE
ANCIENT CITY
a restudy oF john
ward-perkins's survey
Edited by Roberta Cascino, 
Helga Di Giuseppe & Helen Patterson

This publication reaffirms many of
Ward-Perkins’s original insights,

and contextualizes his research within the new discoveries
of the past fifty years; whilst an important contribution
to our knowledge, it is also a spur to further work.
Archaeological Monographs of the British School at Rome 19

9780904152630, $170, HB, 142 illus & 2 col plates, 432p,
2013, British School at Rome
Special Offer $136
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LANDSCAPE AND
INTERACTION: 
TROODOS SURVEY VOL 2
the taesp landsCape
By Michael Given, A. Bernard
Knapp, Luke Sollars, Jay Noller
& Vasiliki Kassianidou

The TAESP Landscape, the 
second of two volumes, presents
an area-by-area analysis of 
the fieldwork and research 

undertaken by the Troodos Archaeological and Environmental
Survey Project (TAESP) in the Troodos Mountains of
Cyprus. Covering four regions of the survey area (The
Plains, Karkotis Valley, Upper Lagoudhera Valley and The
Mountains) the volume focuses on explicit research 
questions appropriate to each region. Each region is 
investigated from the Neolithic to the present day and,
through ‘Intensive Survey Zones’ – selected to give a 
representative range of the physical and cultural 
terrain – many notable new discoveries are made. These
include the pattern of Bronze Age Settlement in the
Plains, Archaic rural sanctuaries and cemeteries, the
scope of Late Roman copper-mining and isolated 
Medieval mountain settlements. The TAESP Landscape
provides a fully integrated and data-rich analysis of the
material from a wide range of contrasting archaeological
perspectives. Taken together, these wide-ranging and 
interdisciplinary perspectives give a nuanced and 
sensitive approach to a strikingly multi-faceted landscape.
Levant Supplementary Series 15

9781782971887, $76, HB, b/w & col illus, 296p, 2014, NYP,
Council for British Research in the Levant 
Special Offer $60.80

LANDSCAPE AND
INTERACTION: 
TROODOS SURVEY VOL 1
methodology, analysis
and interpretation
By Michael Given, A. Bernard
Knapp, Jay Noller, Luke Sollars
& Vasiliki Kassianidou

The Troodos Mountain range in
central Cyprus is a region of
great physical and cultural 

diversity. The landscapes range from fertile, cultivated
plains to narrow, dry valleys and forested mountain 
regions and this physical topography is overlain by a rich
human cultural landscape of farming, mining, industry,
settlement, burial and ritual behaviour. Over six field 
seasons, a team of specialists and fieldwalkers from the
Troodos Archaeological and Environmental Survey 
Project (TAESP) investigated the northern edge of this 
region and explored the complex and dynamic relationship
between landscape and people over 12,000 years. 
The results of their integrated and interpretative approach
are presented here, in the first of two volumes. Beginning
with a considered overview of the context, research aims
and methodology of the project, Volume 1 provides 
detailed accounts of the archaeology, material culture, 
geography and environmental record of the entire survey
area. This information is then brought together to produce
a series of chronological and thematic analyses of the inter-
action between people and landscape in this region of
Cyprus. Levant Supplementary Series 14

9781782971870, $90, HB, b/w & col illus, 400p, 2014, NYP,
Council for British Research in the Levant 
Special Offer $72

MARINE
ARCHAEOLOGY
a handbook
By Virginia E. Dellino-Musgrave

Marine Archaeology: A Hand-
book aims to give easy access
to a range of information about
the marine historic environment.
It provides a useful guide for all
those involved in the marine 
environment, from the local  

authorities to recreational divers and interested amateurs.
In recent years there has been increased awareness of both
the potential and the fragility of the marine and maritime
zones.  Working in these zones presents a range of 
challenges, from the practical to the legal, which this
Handbook attempts to explain. The book begins by 
defining what the marine environment is, and provides a
brief history of maritime archaeology.  It also considers
the challenging question of the differences between 
marine archaeology and commercial salvage. Further
chapters explain the organisation of marine archaeology
in the UK and the planning of marine archaeological 
projects, with essential information on areas of responsibility
and sources of information. A summary of the complex
legal framework for the management of the marine zone
around the UK is followed by discussion of European and
UNESCO conventions on marine heritage. A glossary and
extensive bibliography make this book essential reading
for all amateurs and professionals with an interest in our
marine historic environment. CBA Practical Handbook 20

9781902771915, $24, PB, 24 color figures, 110p, 2013,
Council for British Archaeology 
Special Offer $19.20

A ROMAN VILLA AT THE
EDGE OF EMPIRE
exCavations at ingleby barwiCk,
stoCkton-on-tees, 2003–04.
arChaeologiCal serviCes
durham university
Edited by Steven Willis & Peter Carne

The excavations at Ingleby Barwick
are significant for being carried out
under modern recording conditions,

allowing for extensive and detailed analysis of the finds.
The villa is a rare example of a Roman civilian site in the 
hinterland of Hadrian’s Wall. CBA Research Report 170

9781902771908, $50, PB, 93 figs incl col, 244p, 2013,
Council for British Archaeology Special Offer $40

LA GRAVA
the arChaeology and
history oF a royal manor
and alien priory oF Fontevrault
By Evelyn Baker

The site of La Grava in Bedfordshire,
excavated in advance of quarrying 
between 1973 and 1985, was one of
the most extensive monastic/manorial

projects of the 20th century in the UK. Excavated originally
as a medieval religious house, the site was to reveal settlement
from the Romano-British period to the 16th century. CBA
Research Report 167

9781902771878, $100, PB, 260 figs incl col, 424p, 2013,
Council for British Archaeology Special Offer $80

PEOPLE AND THE SEA
a maritime arChaeologiCal
researCh agenda For england
Edited by Fraser Sturt, Jesse Ransley,
Justin Dix & Lucy Blue

This volume presents the conclusions
of a research assessment funded by
English Heritage which drew together
the broad community of scholars

interested in marine and maritime affairs, with a remit of
both quantifying the known record and establishing a
clear research agenda for the future. The result is an unrivalled
exploration of our maritime heritage and a challenging
agenda for the future. Research Report 171

9781902771939, $60, PB, 68 figs incl col, 272p, 2013,
Council for British Archaeology Special Offer $48

ARCHAEOLOGY OF ENGLISH
BATTLEFIELDS
By Glenn Foard

This volume presents the results 
of the first national assessment of
English battlefields. The primary
written sources are complemented
by the results of extensive field-
work, computer-based terrain 

reconstruction, and scientific analysis of artefacts 
recovered from battlefields.

9781902771885, $50, PB, col illus, 198p, 2012, 
Council for British Archaeology
Special Offer $40

HUMANREMAINS INARCHAEOLOGY
By Charlotte Roberts

This new handbook presents a
hugely useful and stimulating
overview of just how much we can
learn from the study of human 
remains. The book kicks off with a
balanced summary of the legal
framework and ethical concerns 

regarding the excavation and display of human remains,
which emphasises public interest in skeletal remains, as
well as the need for their respectful treatment. 

9781902771755, $44, PB, b/w & col illus, 292p, 2009,
Council for British Archaeology Special Offer $35.20

STANDARDS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
EXCAVATION
a Field guide
By G. J. Tassie

This guide to best practice in 
excavations is designed with the
specific demands of exavating 
in Egypt in mind. It promotes a 
holistic approach to excavation

which moves away from Egyptology's traditional focus
on monumental architecture and epigraphy, and aims to
provide a set of methodologies and recording practices
around which archaeologists working in Egypt can unite.

9781906137175, $80, PB, b/w figs & CD-Rom, 576p, 2010,
Golden House Publications Special Offer $64
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INTERPRETING SHIPWRECKS
maritime arChaeology approaChes
Edited by Jonathan Adams & Johan Rönnby

Shipwrecks are a key site-type for maritime archaeological
research and their investigations have been prominent in
the subject’s development over the last sixty years. At one
time their value was often squandered, with anything from
cursory surveys to total excavations being undertaken for
the same reason George Mallory suggested that mountains
were climbed: because they were there. Today it is 
recognized that the remains of wrecked ships, through
their distribution in time and space, their variety and 
their complexity, comprise one of the richest forms of 

archaeological source material. This volume brings together researchers who explore
the ways in which ships can be understood and interpreted as material culture through
their wreck sites, focusing on ships as artifacts, as agents, as technology, as society, as
ideology and as symbols, as well as on what they carried and the people who sailed 
on them. Collectively they show that shipwrecks are not just the preserve of nautical
specialists but have wider implications for the understanding of human action and past
societies. Southampton Monographs in Archaeology New Series 4

9780992633639, $52, PB, b/w & col illus, 160p, 2014, NYP, The Highfield Press 
Special Offer $41.60

THE STONE OF LIFE
Querns, mills and Flour produCtion in
europe up to C. 500 ad
By David Peacock

This book is about the archaeology querns and mills, simple
stone instruments which are vital to survival in a society
which adopts bread as its staple. They become the ‘stones
of life’, an essential ingredient in the subsistence strategy of
settled agriculturalists. It might be expected that as querns
and mills are commonplace in archaeology, they would be
key artefacts, studied exhaustively. Alas, this is far from the
case. They have been woefully neglected, although in the
last decade there has been burgeoning interest throughout

much of Europe and because of this, it is timely to survey the subject, adopting a broad
viewpoint. A study on this scale has not been attempted since the late nineteenth century
when Bennett and Elton published their magisterial work on the History of corn milling.
The author is Emeritus Professor of Archaeology at the University of Southampton and
a Fellow of the Societies of Antiquaries. The reader will be grateful to Chris Green, also
a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, for the clear and elegant illustrations which enhance
the book and elucidate the text. Southampton Monographs in Archaeology New Series 1

9780992633608, $72, HB, 98 figs many in col, 220p, 2013, The Highfield Press 
Special Offer $57.60

INTEGRATEDPESTMANAGEMENT
FORCOLLECTIONS
a pest odyssey, 10 years
Edited by Amber Xavier-Rose

Integrated pest management is not
a static approach but one that is
constantly evolving. An understanding
of the threats pests pose to collections
and the necessity for a systematic

approach to combat them is now firmly embedded in the
work of collection care practitioners.

9781848021143, $110, HB, 178 illus & CD Rom, 223p, 2012,
English Heritage Special Offer $88

HISTORYOFAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY
ANDARCHAEOLOGY
By Martyn Barber

Packed with examples of the photos
it describes, this accessible book 
celebrates the role which flight and
aerial photography have played in
the development of archaeology
and the identification and analysis

of key sites in Britian.

9781848020368, $50, HB, b/w & col illus, 304p, 2011,
English Heritage Special Offer $40

RADIOCARBON DATES
From samples Funded by
english heritage between
1981 and 1988
By Alex Bayliss, Robert Hedges,
Robert Otlet & Roy Switsur

This volume holds a date-list of
1285 radiocarbon determinations
carried out between 1981 and 1988

on behalf of the Ancient Monuments Laboratory of English
Heritage. It contains supporting information about the
samples and the sites producing them, a comprehensive
bibliography, and two indexes for reference and analysis.

9781848021303, $60, PB, 374p, 2012, English Heritage 
Special Offer $48

THE IMAGE OF HERITAGE.
CHANGING PERCEPTION,
PERMANENT RESPONSIBILITIES
proCeedings oF the
international ConFerenCe
oF the international
sCientiFiC Committee For
the theory and the
philosophy oF Conservation
and restoration. 

Edited by Simone Giometti & Andrzej Tomaszewski

Presented here are papers from an international conference
on the theory and philosophy of conservation and
restoration held in Florence, Italy in 2009. The papers
cover a wide range of topics and a vast array of geographical
areas including Italy, Germany, the Czech Republic, Syria,
Cambodia, the Philippines, and Flanders.

9788859608868, $48, PB, illus, 352p, 2011, Edizioni Polistampa 
Special Offer $38.40

CLASSIFICATION AND
EVOLUTION IN BIOLOGY,
LINGUISTICS AND THE
HISTORY OF SCIENCE
ConCepts – methods – 
visualization
Edited by Heiner Fangerau, 
Hans Geisler, Thorsten Halling & 
William Martin

While Darwin’s view of evolution
has undergone many changes and shown up in many
facets, there remains one outstanding common feature in
its 150-year history: since the very beginning, branching
trees have been the dominant scheme for representing
evolutionary processes. Only recently, network models
have gained ground reflecting contact-induced mixing or 
hybridization in evolutionary scenarios. This volume 
approaches the evolutionary dynamics of science, 
languages and genomes, all of which were based on methods
incorporating network approaches. Kulturanamnesen 5

9783515104609, $58, PB, 37 b/w illus & 8 tbls, 198p, 2014, NYP,
Franz Steiner Verlag Special Offer $46.40

ERNST BERNHEIM (1850-1942)
historiker und
wissensChaFtspolitiker im
kaiserreiCh und in der
weimarer republik
By Mircea Ogrin

The German historian Ernst Bernheim
had presented with his textbook 
of historical methods (which had 

appeared in six updated editions between 1889 and 1908)
one of the standard works for the philosophical, theoretical
and methodological question of historical scholarship.
Also in the current introductions the primary source 
distinctions are still referred to by him in terms of tradition
and remnants, whereby the most theoretical spaces are
neglected by Bernheim's broad application. Pallas Athene.
Beiträge zur Universitäts- und Wissenschaftsgeschichte 40

9783515100472, $78, HB, 374p, 2012, German Text,
Franz Steiner Verlag Special Offer $62.40

METALLURGY: UNDERSTANDING
HOW, LEARNING WHY:
STUDIES IN HONOR OF
JAMES D. MUHLY
Edited by Susan C. Ferrence &
Philip P. Betancourt

Prof. James D. Muhly has enjoyed a
distinguished career in the study 
of ancient history, archaeology, 

and metallurgy that includes an emeritus professorship
at the University of Pennsylvania and a term as director
of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens as
well as receiving the Archaeological Institute of America's
Gold Medal for a lifetime of outstanding achievement. 
In Muhly's honor, a total of 38 eminent scholars have 
contributed 30 articles that include topics on Bronze and
Iron Age metallurgy around the Eastern Mediterranean
in such places as Crete, the Cyclades, Cyprus, and Turkey.
Prehistory Monographs 29

9781931534574, $80, HB, 160 b/w illus & 15 tbls, 325p, 2011, 
INSTAP Academic Press
Special Offer $64
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NATUFIAN FORAGERS
IN THE LEVANT
terminal pleistoCene
soCial Changes in
western asia
Edited by Ofer Bar-Yosef &
François R. Valla

The Natufian culture, first
recognized by Dorothy Garrod
in 1928, is one of the 
best recorded archaeological
examples of foragers at the
end of the Ice Age. The

many unique material finds and social aspects of this 
culture found their place in different hypotheses concerning
the emergence of cultivation in Southwest Asia that 
heralds the Neolithic Revolution. In the heart of the 
Levant, Natufian sites are early examples for sedentism
that apparently led to changes of socio-economic 
strategies in this region. Given the quality and quantity of
its archaeological record, it is better known than most
other Terminal Pleistocene cultures across Eurasia. 
This volume, the result of a large, international meeting
on the Natufian culture, brings together a series of new
discoveries and studies of sites from areas not previously
investigated, thus substantially enlarging the geographic
scope of this culture along the north-south axis of the
Levant. Field and laboratory research reported in this
book was conducted by different teams of archaeologists,
archaebotanists, zooarchaelogists, and other experts both
local and international. This comprehensive book adds a
considerable amount of new information to our knowledge.
It demonstrates the ongoing interest among numerous
scholars whose efforts widen and deepen the understanding
of the Natufian culture and will remain as a source of data
and interpretations for years to come, just as its predecessor
that was published in 1991.
Archaeological Series 19

9781879621466, $85, HB, 381 illus, 717p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $68
Also available in paperback 9781879621459, $50
Special Offer $40

THE BENEFIT
OF THE GIFT
soCial organization
and expanding networks
oF interaCtion in the
western great lakes
arChaiC
By Mark Andrew Hill

Archaeological data from
the Late Archaic, 4000-2000
years ago, in the Western
Great Lakes are examined to
understand the production

and movement of copper and lithic exchange materials,
access to and benefits from exchange networks, and social
changes accompanying the development of extensive,
continental scale, exchange systems of interaction in this
period. Archaeological Series 18

9781879621442, $70, HB, 132p, 2012 
Special Offer $56

Also available in paperback 9781879621435, $40
Special Offer $32

CLOVIS TECHNOLOGY
By Bruce A. Bradley, 
Michael B. Collins & 
Andrew Hemmings

This volume presents a 
detailed description and
analysis of the technology of
tool production in the Clovis,
Paleoindian period of North
American prehistory. Lithic
technology is covered, but
ivory, bone, antler, and
tooth tool production is

considered as well. In addition, microscopic analysis of a
number of lithic tools provides indications of some of the
uses to which these tools were put. Archaeological Series 17

9781879621428, $75, HB, 144 illus, 220p, 2010 
Special Offer $60

HOUSEHOLD
ARCHAEOLOGY ON THE
NORTHWEST COAST
Edited by Elizabeth A. Sobel,
D. Ann Trieu Gahr & 
Kenneth M. Ames

Since the late 1970s, the
household archaeology has
become central methodology
for archaeologists interested
in the social, political and
economic organisation of
chiefdoms and states, and a

key theoretical and methological framework for research
on the development of permanent social inequality and
complexity. This book has come out of more than a
decade of research by the authors, who firmly believe that
household archaeology is a very productive means of
gaining an understanding of the evolution of social com-
plexity, regardless of underlying economy.
Archaeological Series 16

9781879621398, $82.50, HB, 72 illus & 37 tbls, 285p, 2006 
Special Offer $66

Also available in paperback 9781879621381, $45
Special Offer $36

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF
TRIBAL SOCIETIES
Edited by William A. Parkinson

This volume attempts to 
fill this gap by exploring 
social organization in tribal
societies from several of 
the different ethnographic,
ethnohistoric, and archaeo-
logical contexts chapters
cover diverse geographic
and temporal contexts and
address a number of issues

regarding economic, ideological, and political processes
within tribal societies from the short-term to the longue
durée. Archaeological Series 15

9781879621350, $95, HB, 102 b/w illus & 26 tbls, 438p, 2002
Special Offer $76

Also available in paperback 9781879621343, $65
Special Offer $52

DISCERNING PALATES
OF THE PAST
an ethnoarChaeologiCal
study oF Crop Cultivation

and plant usage in india
By Seetha Narahari Reddy

Discerning Palates of the
Past analyzes the agricultural
and pastoral infrastructure
of the Mature (ca. 2500–
2000 B.C.) and Late Harappan
(ca. 2000–1700 B.C.) cultures
of Gujarat, Northwest India,

the southernmost extension of the South Asian Harappan
Civilization. The economic role of drought-resistant millet
crops was reconstructed at Harappan sites using a three-
pronged behavioral ecological approach which integrated
ethnographic studies of crop processing, paleobotany,
and carbon isotope analysis. The results reveal that simply
recovering crop seeds from archaeological contexts does
not prove local crop cultivation. Ethnoarchaeological Series 5

9781879621374, $65, HB, 52 b/w figs & 17 tbls, 175p, 2003 
Special Offer $52

Also available in paperback 9781879621367, $47.50
Special Offer $38

TELLING CHILDREN
ABOUT THE PAST
an interdisCiplinary
perspeCtive
Edited by Nena Galanidou
& Liv Helga Dommasnes

This book brings together
many of the archeologists,
historians, psychologists,
and educators from different
countries and academic 
traditions to address the
many ways that we tell 

children about the (distant) past. The concern with this
issue is founded on the principle that knowing the past is
fundamentally important for human societies, as well as
for individual development. The subject is introduced
through a consideration of the cognitive and psychological
processes that enable children to conceptualize a past at
all. Then the many informal and formal contexts of telling
are reviewed: digital and printed media, museums and
cultural heritage sites, and schools and special 
classrooms. Benefits and disadvantages of various 
contexts and approaches are discussed, all seen through
the eyes of professionals within these fields. Throughout
this discussion, the authors expose many of unquestioned
assumptions and preformed images that are routinely
presented to contemporary children in narratives of the
past. The contributors both examine the ways in which
children come to grips with the past at the beginning of
the 21st century and critically assess the many ways in
which contemporary societies and an increasing number
of commercial agents construct and use the past. Considering
the widening gap between contemporary theoretical 
advances in archaeology and what is disseminated to the
young, the question is raised about which past we want
our children to inherit.

9781879621404, $25, PB, 41 illus, 324p, 2007 
Special Offer $20
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LAS EXCAVACIONES DE
R'LYEH
la arQueología Como
método, la prehistoria
Como idea y la
literatura FantástiCa
de hp loveCraFt
By Riccardo Frigoli

A phantasmagorical journey
in the realm of shadows. An
original and documented
approach to the literature 
of H.P. Lovecraft and the 

archaeology of the late 19th Century and the beginning 
of the 20th. Lovecraft’s poetics, as well as his oneiric 
philosophy about the sense of life and the meaning of the
past for humanity, are in this essay a way to reflect about
the role of archaeology at the moment. Through 
recurring topics in the narrative of this Providence 
notorious writer, the author will “excavate” the terrifying
city of R’lyeh. AHIA 1

9788493814601, $21, PB, 185p, 2010, Spanish Text
Special Offer $16.80

EL HALLAZGO
la historia FiCtiCia de
un arQueólogo real
By Pablo Guerra García

Lancaster Williams always
wanted to be an archaeologist,
but he didn’t know how.
After finishing his studies
and his PhD, he was at a loss.
He had done placements in
the best universities world-
wide, however, prospects
were not good. Everything

changes when he meets Edgar Bowman, an archaeologist
that will introduce Lancaster in a sector unknown for him:
Commercial Archaeology and it opened a new door for
him to continue his profession. Lancaster become part of
the staff in Edgar’s company, monitoring earthworks in a
highway. Soon, he would find out the lights and shadows
of this sector, even questioning if he took the right 
decision in working there. 

9788493929565, $17, PB, 21 b/w illus, 286p, 2012, Spanish Text
Special Offer $13.60

LOS OTROS HIJOS DE
HEFESTO
uso y FabriCaCión de
herramientas en
animales no humanos
By Daniel García Raso

Is instrumental behaviour,
or the ability to create and
use tools, an achievement of
humanity, or just of evolution?
Did it appear with our 
ancestors, or already existed?
Is there a non-human culture?

This essay delves into these and other questions, trying to
explain in a clear way and with multiple examples, concepts
and topics that might be difficult to understand for the
general public. This book will delve into animal behaviour
and return to humans their intrinsic animal nature.

9788494103001, $21, PB, 15 b/w illus, 199p, 2013, 
Spanish Text 
Special Offer $16.80

LOS INTÉRPRETES DE
PITEAS
una aproximaCión
literaria al lenguaje,
a la imagen y al trabajo
de los arQueólogos
By Riccardo Frigoli

This essay analyses some 
archaeological topics, focusing
on the process of interpretation
of the Prehistoric past, the
image archaeologists project
through their work and 

literature, and some problems affecting the sector in the
voice of researchers. Frigoli analyses the key points of 
interpretation, highlighting some main “characters”
(sometimes unconscious) in this “play” defined today as
antiquity, as well as those anonymous in this ”damaged
and incomplete silent movie” (Prehistory) defined, 
researched and imagined by archaeologists during the last
150 years. AHIA 3

9788493929541, $21, PB, 296p, 2012, Spanish Text 
Special Offer $16.80

INDIANAS JONES
SIN FUTURO
la luCha Contra el
expolio del patrimonio
arQueológiCo
By Ignacio Rodríguez
Temiño

Looting is the main activity
affecting the conservation of
archaeological heritage. This
happens voluntarily and
with the expectation of
making private profit from

public goods. In Spain looting is mainly through treasure
hunters, both land (metal detectors) and underwater. 
This book offers an overview of looting in Spain revealing
how little we know about its scope and how it affects 
archaeological heritage. It also analyses the social unrest
provoked by the media and the legal basis and tools 
to fight this problem. However, this book is optimistic,
using the experience in Andalucía to show how, with
commitment and education, it is possible to reduce the
impact of archaeological looting.

9788493929510, $28, PB, 41 b/w illus, 443p, 2012,
Spanish Text 
Special Offer $22.40

EL FUTURO DE LA
ARQUEOLOGÍAENESPAÑA
By Jaime Almansa Sanchez

Through the voices of 
44 professionals and the 
reflections of the editor, this
volume delves into the 
different spheres where 
archaeology happens. It 
offers an overview of current
Spanish archaeology, its
problems and some ideas to
improve it. Charlas de Café 1

9788493814687, $17, PB, 1 b/w illus, 298p, 2011, 
Spanish Text 
Special Offer $13.60
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THE PREHISTORY OF
METALLURGY IN THE
BRITISH ISLES
By R. F. Tylecote

Originally published by 
the former Institute of 
Materials, now the Institute
of Materials, Minerals and
Mining Reprinted in 1990,
this book is based upon the
author's Metallurgy in 
Archaeology (1962). Incor-
porating the results of work

done between 1960 and 1982, this comprehensively 
revised text covers native metals, copper and copper-
based alloys, tin, lead, silver, antimony, and the fabrication
of nonferrous metals. MATSCI 

9780901462961, $32, PB, 272p, 2013, Maney Materials Science 
Special Offer 25.60

EARLY METALLURGICAL
SITES IN GREAT
BRITAIN
Edited by C. R. Blick

This book is highly 
illustrated and documents
fifteen authenticated sites of
importance in the history of
metallurgical development
in Britain from prehistory to
the Middle Ages. 
MATSCI 

9780901462848, $24, PB, 112p, 2013, Maney Materials Science 
Special Offer 19.20

PRESERVING
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
REMAINS IN SITU
proCeedings oF the
4th international
ConFerenCe
Edited by David Gregory &
Henning Matthiesen

The PARIS 4 conference,
which took place at the 
National Museum of Denmark
in 2011, attracted over 100
participants from 18 countries.

Delegates presented and discussed the latest developments
in the field of Preserving Archaeological Remains In Situ.
These proceedings explore four major themes: rates of
degradation in archaeological remains and the limits 
of acceptable change; the techniques and duration of 
monitoring on archaeological sites; the role of multinational
standards when the sites and national legislations are so
variable; reviewing the effectiveness of in situ preservation,
after nearly two decades of research. A special issue of
Conservation and Management of Archaeological Sites
(Vol 14 Nos 1-4). 
Conservation and Management of Archaeological Sites 

9781907975875, $88, HB, 489p, 2012, Maney Publishing 
Special Offer 70.40

A HISTORY OF
METALLURGY
By R. F. Tylecote

First published in 1976. 
Second edition published
1992, reprinted in 2002 
and 2011.  In this book 
Professor Tylecote presents
a unique introduction to 
the history of metallurgy
from the earliest times to the
present. The development 
of metallurgy skills and

techniques of different civilisations, and the connection
between them, are carefully chartered. This volume 
is concerned with such important topics as the rise of
metallurgy in the Near East and the Industrial Revolution
in Western Europe. 
MATSCI, 3rd edition 

9781902653792, $48, PB, 149 illus & 5 maps, 205p, 2013,
Maney Materials Science Special Offer 38.40

CORROSION OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND
HERITAGE ARTEFACTS
a speCial issue
oF Corrosion
engineering, sCienCe
and teChnology
Edited by Philippe Dillmann

This special issue of Corrosion
Engineering Science and
Technology is dedicated 
to the study of corrosion of
objects from historical sites.

The objective is to give the reader a broad understanding
of corrosion of ancient materials. Articles shed light on a
range of analytical approaches related to the study of the
complex systems that make up historical artifacts. In
order to arrive at an understanding of the nanometric or-
ganization of rust layers and interphases, such studies
must be approached on a macroscopic scale. Techniques
used include; macrophotography, synchrotron radiation and
transmission electron microscopy that ensure results that
are both exhaustive and representative of particular ob-
servations. This issue demonstrates the wealth of ap-
proaches possible in the study of the corrosion of ancient
materials. 
Corrosion Engineering Science & Technology 45.5

9781907975066, $77, PB, 112p, 2010, Maney Materials Science
Special Offer 61.60

ANGLO-SAXON GRAVES
AND GRAVE GOODS OF
THE 6TH AND 7TH
CENTURIES AD
a ChronologiCal
Framework
By Alex Bayliss, John Hines,
Karen Hoilund Nielsen,
Gerry McCormac & 
Christopher Scull

The Early Anglo-Saxon 
Period is characterized 
archaeologically by the 

regular deposition of artefacts in human graves in 
England. The scope for dating these objects and graves has
long been studied, but it has typically proved easier 
to identify and enumerate the chronological problems of
the material than to solve them. Prior to the work of 
the project reported on here, therefore, there was no 
comprehensive chronological framework for Early
Anglo-Saxon Archaeology, and the level of detail and 
precision in dates that could be suggested was low. 
The evidence has now been studied afresh using a co-
ordinated suite of dating techniques, both traditional 
and new: a review and revision of artefact-typology; 
seriation of grave-assemblages using correspondence
analysis; high-precision radiocarbon dating of selected
bone samples; and Bayesian modelling using the results
of all of these. These were focussed primarily on the 
later part of the Early Anglo-Saxon Period, starting in 
the 6th century. This research has produced a new
chronological framework, consisting of sequences of
phases that are separate for male and female burials but
nevertheless mutually consistent and coordinated. These
will allow archaeologists to assign grave-assemblages and
a wide range of individual artefact-types to defined phases
that are associated with calendrical date-ranges whose
limits are expressed to a specific degree of probability. 
Important unresolved issues include a precise adjustment
for dietary effects on radiocarbon dates from human
skeletal material. Nonetheless the results of this project
suggest the cessation of regular burial with grave goods
in Anglo-Saxon England two decades or even more before
the end of the seventh century. That creates a limited but
important discrepancy with the current numismatic
chronology of early English sceattas. The wider implications
of the results for key topics in Anglo-Saxon archaeology
and social, economic and religious history are discussed
to conclude the report.
Society for Medieval Archaeology Monographs (SMA) 33

9781909662063, $90, HB, 500 illus, 616p, 2013, 
Society for Medieval Archaeology Special Offer 72
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THE SETTLEMENT AT
DHASKALIO
Edited by Colin Renfrew, 
Olga Philaniotou, Neil Brodie,
Giorgos Gavalas & Michael Boyd

Here the findings are presented
from the well-stratified settlement
of Dhaskalio. A series of 
radiocarbon dates situates the 
duration of the settlement from
around 2750 to 2300 BC. 

The volume begins with a discussion of the geological 
setting of Keros and of sea-level change, concluding 
that Dhaskalio was in the third millennium BC  linked 
to Keros by a narrow causeway. The excavation and finds
(excluding the pottery, discussed in later volumes) are 
fully documented, with consideration of stratigraphy, 
geomorphology, organic remains, and the evidence for
metallurgy. McDonald Institute Monographs 

9781902937649, $160, HB, 587 illus, 832p, 2014, NYP,
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research Special Offer $128

BONES FOR TOOLS -
TOOLS FOR BONES
the interplay between
objeCts and objeCtives
Edited by Krish Seetah & 
Brad Gravina

Animal procurement and tool
production form two of 
the most tightly connected
components of human behavior.
They are tied to our emergence

as a genus, were fundamental to the dispersal of our
species, and underpin the development of our societies.
This volume begins the process of integrating what 
have all too often become isolated archaeological and 
interpretative domains. Exposing and exploring contexts
spanning much of prehistory, and drawing data from a
wide range of environmental settings, the book covers
both sides of the complex inter-relationship between 
animals, the technologies used to procure them and those
arising from them. 

9781902937595, $90, HB, 99 b/w figs & 26 tbls, 164p, 2012 
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research Special Offer $72

COGNITIVELIFE OFTHINGS
reCasting the boundaries
oF the mind
Edited by Lambros Malafouris
& Colin Renfrew

What does material culture do
for the mind? How is human
thought built into and executed
through things? It has now been
widely recognized that in ways
we have yet fully to understand,

material culture shapes the manner in which people act,
perceive and think. This volume, through a series of 
innovative theoretical papers and empirical case studies
ranging from prehistory to the present, attempts to 
develop such a cross-disciplinary understanding of
human cognition and to offer some future directions of
research. 

9781902937519, $60, HB, 53 figs, 156p, 2010 
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research Special Offer $48

STRAIT STREET
malta’s ‘red light distriCt’
revealed
By John Schofield & Emily Morrissey

This book is about those material
traces, presenting an archaeological
perspective on the artefacts and
places that characterise one particular
and extraordinary street in Malta’s

capital city, Valletta – Strait Street. Archaeological traces
typically encourage conventional descriptions of how
lives are led, and how people adapt and survive. Some 
descriptions are distinctly subaltern in their outlook and
ambition. It is these ‘counter-narratives’ that interest us
more, and this book provides an extreme example of one
such counter-narrative. This book is a number of stories
woven together in a style that provides both a ‘field-guide’
to what remains and a contextual overview of the events
and personalities we describe. 

9789993274209, $36.75, PB, color illus, 208p, 2013,
Midsea Books Special Offer $29.40

ARCHAEOLOGY AND
THE SEA IN THE
MALTESE ISLANDS
By Elaine Azzopardi &
Timmy Gambin

Malta and Gozo’s location
in the centre of the Mediterranean Sea has, since ancient
times, led to numerous ships passing through the islands’
waters. Several records of this maritime activity exist in
different archives and other evidence can be deduced
from the seabed. Despite this, the maritime archaeology
of our islands has remained largely unexplored. This book
has been produced to address just a small part of this lacuna.
By looking at the history of underwater archaeology 
in Malta and providing an overview of some of the most
important finds from the seabed around the archipelago
readers will be able to familiarize themselves with the 
fascinating world of our submerged cultural heritage. In
order to portray the full story it was necessary to start at
the beginning of underwater exploration in Malta. 

9789993274025, $23.50, PB, 2013, Midsea Books 
Special Offer $18.80

HE BEING DEAD YET SPEAKETH'
exCavations at three post-
medieval burial grounds
in tower hamlets, east
london, 2004-10
By Robin Brown, Michael Henderson,
Adrian Miles, Don Walker & Brian Connell

The latest in a series on post-
medieval burial produced by

MOLA, this volume reports on three non-Church of 
England burial grounds in the London Borough of Tower
Hamlets, excavated between 2004 and 2010. It looks at
over 1350 burials of Baptists, Roman Catholics and 
Nonconformists, the majority of whom died in 1820-54,
and examines the archaeological and osteological 
evidence, along with the historical and documentary
sources. Molas Monograph 64

9781907586156, $60, HB, illus in col, 370p, 2012, 
Museum of London Archaeology
Special Offer $48

A BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL
STUDY OF MEDIEVAL BURIALS
ONTHESITEOFSTMARYSPITAL
By Brian Connell, Amy Gray Jones,
Rebecca Redfern & Don Walker

Major excavations on the site of the
Augustinian priory and hospital 
of St Mary Spital uncovered the 
remains of over 10,500 human

skeletons. Unprecedented accuracy of dating and phasing
of the cemetery was achieved using a targeted programme
of stratigraphic and radiocarbon dating techniques, 
resulting in four chronological periods of burials. 
Molas Monograph 60

9781907586118, $56, HB, fully illus in col, 300p, 2012, 
Museum of London Archaeology Special Offer $44.80

DISEASE IN LONDON, 
1ST-19TH CENTURIES
illustrated guide to diagnosis
By Don Walker

This book is designed to appeal 
to students and practitioners of 
osteology and palaeopathology,
medical historians and forensic 
archaeologists; it can be used as a

reference guide in the field and the laboratory. Human
health affects all aspects of everyday life and skeletal 
remains represent direct evidence of the experiences of
people in the past. Molas Monograph 56

9781907586101, $56, HB, fully illus in col, 290p, 2012, 
Museum of London Archaeology Special Offer $44.80

MAPPING PAST LANDSCAPES
IN THE LOWER LEA VALLEY
a geoarChaeologiCal study
oF the Quaternary seQuenCe
By Emily Burton, Jane Corcoran, Craig
Halsey, Graham Spurr & Paul J. Burton

Archaeological evidence is enriched
when it is viewed against the back-
drop of its natural landscape setting.

This setting is not readily apparent in the lower Lea valley,
where evidence for the natural topography has been cut
away.The project has taken a geoarchaeological approach
to reconstructing the past landscape. Molas Monograph 55

9781907586019, $42, HB, 147 col, 5 tbls & CD, 208p, 2011,
Museum of London Archaeology Special Offer $33.60

CITY BUNHILL BURIAL GROUND,
GOLDEN LANE, LONDON
exCavations at south
islington sChools, 2006
By Adrian Miles & Brian Connell

Here evidence from 248 burials
from between 1833 and 1853 
at City Bunhill burial ground is 
presented. Burial practice, the use 

of space and the burial population itself are examined,
supported by information from the burial registers which,
unusually for a non-parochial ground, survive in full.
Molas Archaeology Studies Series 21

9781901992915, $18, PB, 62 b/w & col illus, 23 tbls, 64p, 2010, 
Museum of London Archaeology Special Offer $14.40
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THONIS- HERACLEION
IN CONTEXT
Edited by Damian Robinson
& Franck Goddio

This book presents papers
delivered at the symposium
Heracleion in Context held
in Oxford in March 2013.
The scholars explore the
maritime trading economy
of the Egyptian port of 
Thonis-Heracleion during
the Late Period and place 

it within the wider context of maritime trade at this 
time. Thonis-Heracleion was the gateway to Egypt, the
obligatory port of entry and customs point, and a vital
node in the trading network of the eastern Mediterranean
through which goods flowed into and out of Egypt. 
The port and its harbour basins contain a remarkable 
collection of evidence for the maritime trading economy,
including customs decrees, trading weights, coin 
production as well as the remains of sixty-four 
ancient shipwrecks. These are set within a detailed 
understanding of the topography of the port-city, 
which has been investigated by European Institute for 
Underwater Archaeology under the overall direction 
of Franck Goddio. This work brings together the latest
work of scholars working on the excavation and post-
excavation of Thonis-Heracleion. This is contextualised
this through a series of wider ranging studies that 
examine the developing role of the port within the 
wider maritime trading economies of the Egyptian Late
Period, in the Delta and across the eastern Mediterranean.
OCMA Monograph 8

9781905905331, $90, HB, 2014, NYP, Oxford Centre for
Maritime Archaeology Special Offer $72

MARITIME
ARCHAEOLOGY
AND ANCIENT TRADE
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
Edited by Damian Robinson &
Andrew Wilson

This book comprises twelve 
papers that look at the shifting
patterns of maritime trade 
as seen through archaeological
evidence across the economic

cycle of Classical Antiquity. Papers range from an initial
study of Egyptian ship wrecks dating from the sixth 
to fifth century BC from the submerged harbour of 
Heracleion-Thonis through to studies of connectivity 
and trade in the eastern Mediterranean during the Late
Antique period. The majority of the papers, however,
focus on the high point in ancient maritime trade during
the Roman period and examine developments in 
shipping, port facilities and trading routes.
OCMA Monograph 6

9781905905171, $80, HB, 36 col photos, 125 col & b/w illus,
250p, 2011, Oxford Centre for Maritime Archaeology 
Special Offer $64

ALEXANDRIA AND THE
NORTH-WESTERN DELTA
joint ConFerenCe
proCeedings oF alexandria:
City and harbour (oxFord
2004) and the trade and
topography oF egypt's
north-west delta: 8th
Century bC to 8th Century
ad (berlin 2006)
Edited by Damian Robinson &
Andrew Wilson

This monograph contains the joint proceedings of the
first two conferences organized by the Oxford Centre for
Maritime Archaeology. It contains 23 papers that cover
land-based and underwater excavation and survey in 
the area of the North-Western Nile Delta, principally 
concerning the cities of Alexandria and Heracleion-
Thonis, as well as studies of aspects of the material culture
from these sites. OCMA Monograph 5

9781905905140, $90, HB, over 200 b/w & col illus, 300p, 2010,
Oxford Centre for Maritime Archaeology Special Offer $72

MAINZER ZEITSCHRIFT
2013
The series Mainzer Zeitschrift
is published by the antiquity-
association of Mayence. This
Yearbook of Archaeology, Art
and History has been published
periodically since 1845 and 
enjoys an excellent national and
international reputation. With
this magazine the antiquity-
association offers archaeologists

and historians of all ages and disciplines a forum for the
publication of articles dealing with the middle Rhine history,
especially the history of the city of Mayence, its relationships
and long-range structures, as well as with the people who
shaped this history. 

9783805346740, 108, HB, b/w illus, 237p, 2013, German Text,
2014, NYP, Philipp von Zabern 
Special Offer $90

ARCHÄEOLOGIE
von der sChatzsuChe
zur wissensChaFt
Edited by Jeorjios M. Beyer &
Beyer

Archaeology is - like any other
science - always a child of its
time. This is reflected in the 
different stages of its development.
If ancient art was initially seen
as a practical guide to personal

artistic activity, this perspective changed during the 18th
Century. The 19th Century was dominated by systematic
excavations and spectacular discoveries. The upheavals
during the first half of the 20th Century were also 
accompanied by the integration of new ideas from other
humanities, which fertilized archaeology as never before.
This book creates a comprehensive picture of archaeology. 

9783805341660, $30, HB, 30 col illus, 240p, 2010, German Text,
Philipp von Zabern 
Special Offer $24

THE EBBSFLEET ELEPHANT
exCavations at southFleet
road, swansCombe in advanCe
oF high speed 1, 2003-4
Edited by Francis Wenban-Smith

This is the final volume in the
monograph series resulting
from archaeological excavations
in the Ebbsfleet Valley in 
advance of High Speed 1 
and the Ebbsfleet International
station. It provides the full 

account of the discovery, excavation and subsequent
analysis of rich and deeply buried archaeological horizons
found late in the construction programme, dating to 
early in the Palaeolithic and associated with the Hoxnian
interglacial between about 425,000 and 375,000 years
ago.The highlight of this work was recovery of the 
remains of an extinct straight-tusked elephant Palaeoloxodon
antiquus surrounded by the undisturbed scatter of flint
tools used for its butchery, made and abandoned at the
spot. Rich fossil palaeo-environmental remains provide
a remarkable record of the climate and environment,
showing that the elephant lived and died at a time of peak
interglacial warmth, when the Ebbsfleet Valley was a lush,
densely-wooded tributary of the Thames, containing 
a quiet, almost stagnant swamp. The abundant lithic 
remains from the elephant horizon are attributable to the
Clactonian industrial tradition, after Clacton-on-Sea,
Essex where similar remains have been found. The 
evidence from this new site provides the best record yet
of Clactonian remains from the Hoxnian, establishing
that Britain was re-settled (after local extinction due 
to the great Anglian glaciation) by hominins who did 
not make handaxes, generally the typical artefact of the
earlier Palaeolithic. This monograph provides a fascinating
case-study of Palaeolithic excavation methods, and how
archaeological work is carried out in conjunction with large
engineering developments such as High Speed 1.
Oxford Archaeology Monograph 20

9780904220735, $50, HB, 279 illus & 175 tbls, 595p, 2013, 
Oxford Archaeology, Special Offer $40

ANTIKE IM LABOR
kleopatra, Ötzi
und die modernen
naturwissensChaFten
By Stephan Barry

Gives an overview about natural
scientific and medical methods
in the field of archaeology.

9783805344500, $44, HB, 42 b/w,
224p, 2012, German Text, Philipp
von Zabern Special Offer $35.20

GRABUNGSLEITFADEN
By Jahanna Sigl & Claus Vetterlin

A handbook for archaeological
excavation. Gives an overview
about how and what to do 
during the excavation, with
checklist.

9783805344517, $30, PB, 20 col
illus, 120p, 2012, German Text,
Philipp von Zabern 
Special Offer $24
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SIMILAR BUT DIFFERENT
bell beakers in europe
Edited by Janusz Czebreszuk

This book concerns a cultural
phenomenon, known as the
Bell Beaker culture, present
throughout Western and Central
Europe. This development
played an important role in the
formation of the Bronze Age at
the turn of the 3rd millennium

BC. This book, divided into three parts, consists of 10
chapters each discussing a specific issue connected with
Bell Beakers. Part one presents general problems, issues
of the so-called common ware, and the character of the
Bell Beakers in particular places in Europe. Part two 
focuses on the so-called common ware: some ceramic
vessels, which are not part of the ‘beaker set’, but accompany
it in many regions. Part three show the specific features
of some regional centers, where Bell Beakers developed,
the attention was focused on the Bell Beakers’ localities’.
The book shows the basic features of the Bell Beaker 
culture in Europe. These, however, are still a challenge for
researchers, as the phenomenon had two faces; it is 
characterized by a set of material culture which is occurring
in many places Western and Central Europe but, in specific
areas, these features were relatively easily influenced by
the local environment, and developed regional particularities.

9789088902222, $45, PB, 89 b/w illus, 232p, 2014, NYP, 
English/German/French Text 
Special Offer $36

RITUAL FAILURE
arChaeologiCal perspeCtives
Edited by Vasiliki G. Koutrafouri
& Jeff Sanders

‘Ritual Failure’ is a new concept
in archaeology adopted from
the discipline of anthropology.
The collected papers in this
book introduce the concept 
to archaeology. The analysis 
explores how ritual may have

been instrumental in sustaining cultural continuity during
demanding social conditions, or how its functionality
might have failed – resulting in discontinuity, change or
collapse. It draws attention to those turbulent social times
of change for which ritual practices are a sensitive indicator
within the archaeological record and it reviews 
archaeological evidence and theoretical approaches, 
suggesting models which could explain socio-cultural
change through ritual failure. The concept of ‘ritual failure’
is also often used to better understand other themes, such
as identity and wider social, economic and political 
transformations. This book will engage those interested
in ritual theory and practices, but will also appeal to those
interested in exploring new avenues to understanding 
cultural change. From transformations in the use of ritual
objects to the risks inherent in practicing ritual, from ritual
continuity in customs to sudden and profound change,
this book explores what happens when ritual fails.

9789088902208, $45, PB, 16 b/w illus & 8 col illus, 180p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $36

CREATING AUTHENTICITY
authentiCation
proCesses in ethnographiC
museums
Edited by Alexander Geurds &
Laura Van Broekhoven

‘Authenticity’ and authentication
is at the heart of museums’ 
concerns in displays, objects,
and interaction with visitors.
These notions have formed a

central element in early thought on culture and collecting.
Historical archaeology departed from the idea that 
cultures were discrete bounded entities. Much of what 
we work with today in ethnographic museum collections
testifies to that conviction. Post-structural thinking
brought about a far-reaching deconstruction of the 
authentic. It came to be recognized that both far-away
communities and the deep past can only be discussed
when seen as desires, constructions and inventions.
Notwithstanding this undressing of the ways in which
people portray their cultural surroundings and past,
claims of authenticity and quests for authentication 
remain omnipresent. This book explores the authentic 
in contemporary ethnographic museums, as it persists in
dialogues with stakeholders, and how museums portray
themselves. The contributing authors illustrate the 
divergent nature in which the authentic is brought into
play, deconstructed and operationalized. Mededelingen
van het Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde 42

9789088902055, $60, PB, 15 b/w & 34 col illus, 176p, 2013 
Special Offer $48

AMOTOPOAN TRAILS
a reCent arChaeology oF
trio movements
By Jimmy Mans

In this book the concept of mobility is
explored for the archaeology of the
Amazonian and Caribbean region.
Amotopoan Trails focuses on Amotopo,
a small contemporary Trio village in the

interior of Suriname. The movements of the Amotopoans
are tracked and positioned in a century of Trio dynamics, 
ultimately yielding a recent archaeology of Surinamese-Trio
movements for the Sipaliwini River basin.
Mededelingen van het Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde 

9789088900983, $84, PB, 43 b/w & 71 col illus, 330p, 2012 
Special Offer $67.20

SHARING KNOWLEDGE
AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
studies in Collaboration with
indigenous peoples From green-
land, north and south ameriCa
Edited by Laura Van Broekhoven,
Cunera Buijs & Pieter Hovens

This volume testifies to the growing
commitment of museum professionals in the twenty-first
century to share collections with the descendants of people
from whom the collections originated. It is well known that
until as recently as the 1970s, museum doors were shut to
indigenous peoples. 
Mededelingen van het Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde 39

9789088900662, $55, PB, 12 col & 14 b/w illus, 244p, 2011
Special Offer $44

MARTINIQUE, TERREAMÉRINDIENNE
une approChe pluridisCiplinaire
Edited by Benoit Bérard

Today, traces of Native American
presence in Martinique are scarcely
visible but before the European 
invasion the island has been old 
Indian land for at least 1500 years. 

For ten years, between 1995 and 2005, an international
multidisciplinary team has worked to study pre-
Columbian occupation of Martinique. This book is one 
of the products from this research. Benoît Bérard is 
currently an associate professor of Caribean Archaeology
at the Université des Antilles et de la Guyane in Martinique.

9789088901584, $66, PB, 59 b/w & 22 col illus, 262p, 2013
French Text 
Special Offer $52.80

RURALCAPITALISTDEVELOPMENT
IN THE JORDAN VALLEY
the Case oF deir alla - the rise
and demise oF soCial groups
By Mohamed F. Tarawneh

The case of Deir Alla is a social and
economic case study of developing
Third World agriculture. It is important

for the understanding of the social and economic history
of the region, showing the dynamics of social change, 
but also because of its thorough analysis of the current 
situation, assessing theoretical models and predicting 
developments in a rapidly changing agricultural world. 

9789088900891, $35, PB, 116p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $28

TRANSFORMATION THROUGH
DESTRUCTION
a monumental and extraordinary
early iron age hallstatt C 
barrow From the ritual
landsCape oF oss-zevenbergen
Edited by David Fontijn, 
Sasja van der Vaart & Richard Jansen

Based on meticulous excavation and a
range of specialist studies of finds, this book presents a
barrow in Oss, the Netherlands which allows a prehistoric
burial ritual to life. It looks at how items were dismantled
and connected with the dead body before they were
burned and how the mourners covered the funerary remains. 

9789088901027, $150, PB, 189 full col & 39 b/w , 348p, 2014, NYP 
Special Offer $120

FROM PRIMITIVES TO PRIMATES
a history oF ethnographiC
and primatologiCal analogies
in the study oF prehistory
By David Van Reybrouck

David Van Reybrouck demonstrates
how input from ethnography and 
primatology has deeply influenced

our visions about the past from the 19th century to this
day – often far beyond the available evidence. A truly 
interdisciplinary study, this work shows how scholars
working in different fields can effectively improve their
methods for interpreting the deep past by understanding
the historical challenges of adjacent disciplines.

9789088900952, $60, PB, 384p, 2013 
Special Offer $48
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THE VALUE OF AN
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
OPEN-AIR MUSEUM
IS IN ITS USE
understanding
arChaeologiCal
open-air museums
and their visitors
By Roeland Paardekooper

There are about 300 open-
air museums in Europe.
Their history goes from 
Romanticism up to modern-

day tourism. With the majority dating to the past 30
years, they do more than simply present (re)constructed
outdoor sceneries based on archaeology. They have an
important role as education facilities and many showcase
archaeology in a variety of ways. Compared to other 
museum categories, archaeological open-air museums
boast a wide variety of manifestations. This research 
assesses the value of archaeological open-air museums,
their management and their visitors, and is the first to do
so in such breadth and detail. After a literature study and
general data collection among 199 of such museums in
Europe, eight archaeological open-air museums from 
different countries were selected as case studies. 
They included museums in a very varied state with 
different balances between public versus private funding
levels. 

9789088901034, $110, PB, 109 full col & 29 b/w, 300p, 2013 
Special Offer $88

BARELY SURVIVING OR
MORE THAN ENOUGH?
the environmental
arChaeology oF
subsistenCe, 
speCialisation and
surplus Food produCtion
Edited by Maaike Groot,
Daphne Lentjes & Jørn Zeiler

How people produced or 
acquired their food in the
past is one of the main 
questions in archaeology.

Everyone needs food to survive, so the ways in which 
people managed to acquire it forms the very basis of
human existence. Farming was key to the rise of human 
sedentarism. Once farming moved beyond subsistence,
and regularly produced a surplus, it supported the 
development of specialisation, speeded up the development
of socio-economic as well as social complexity, the rise 
of towns and the development of city states. In short,
studying food production is of critical importance in 
understanding how societies developed. Environmental
archaeology often studies the direct remains of food or
food processing, and is therefore well-suited to address
this topic. What is more, a wealth of new data has become
available in this field of research in recent years. This 
allows synthesising research with a regional and 
diachronic approach. Indeed, most of the papers in 
this volume offer studies on subsistence and surplus 
production with a wide geographical perspective. 

9789088901997, PB, 19 col & 82 b/w illus, 298p, 2013, $70
Special Offer $56

EUROPEANARCHAEOLOGY
ABROAD
global settings, 
Comparative perspeCtives
Edited by S.J. van der Lindt,
M. H. Van den Dries,
Nathan Schlanger & 
C.G. Slappendel

What are European archae-
ologists doing abroad? What
have they been doing there
for the past three to four
centuries? Are they doing

things differently nowadays? To address these questions,
this book explores the scope, impact and ethics of Euro-
pean archaeological policies and practices in the Mediter-
ranean area, the Near East, sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and
Latin America. Acknowledging that international and
transcultural projects have a range of different stakehold-
ers, the first part of this book aims to identify some of the
values and motivations behind different European archae-
ologies abroad. This is done by providing thorough his-
torical overviews on a range of European countries,
including France, Spain, Germany, Belgium, the Nether-
lands and Poland. But how are these values translated,
through socio-political, theoretical and administrative
frameworks, unto local circumstances in host countries?
And how are these archaeological activities received lo-
cally? The second part of this book attempts to answer
these questions through a range of historical and contem-
porary case studies, in Africa, in Asia, in South America,
in the Near East and in Europe. This collection of histori-
cal overviews, contemporary case studies and critical re-
flections focuses on the challenging relationships
between archaeological practices and policies, including
the requirements and wishes of archaeologists, of local
communities and of other stakeholders in Europe and in
the host countries. 

9789088901065, $85, PB, 36 col & 27 b/w illus, 422p, 2013 
Special Offer $68 

THE TRB WEST
GROUP
studies in the
Chronology and
geography oF the
hunebeds and
tieFstiCh pottery
By J. A. Bakker

A classic study of the 
pottery of the TRB West
group, originally published
in 1979. Bakker deals with
the research history and

typochronology of the TRB pottery. Also he gives a 
detailed account of the other TRB finds such as flint and
stone artefacts and of course the most important TRB
sites. Over the years this book has become a standard-
work for anyone who is interested in hunebeds and their
makers. The author has written a new introduction to this
reprint in which he describes how the book of 1979 came
together and the research that has been carried out since
then.

9789088900235, $76, PB, 250p, 2009 
Special Offer $60.80

OFPLANTS ANDSNAILS
a ColleCtion oF
papers presented
to wim kuijper in
gratitude For Forty
years oF teaChing
and identiFying
Edited by Corrie Bakels,
Kelly Fennema, Welmoed Out
& Caroline Vermeeren

This richly illustrated book
contains 24 scientific articles
on plants and molluscs 

written by 38 colleagues and former students of Wim 
Kuijper. The majority of these articles deal with one or 
a few species found on archaeological excavations, 
from corncockle via Glycymeris shells to forget-me-nots.
A member of staff of the Faculty of Archaeology at 
Leiden University for 40 years, Wim has supervised 
students and advised colleagues in the fields of plant 
and mollusc remains with great enthusiasm and success.
They are very grateful for this help and this compilation
is the result. The book contains both Dutch and English
text. English contributions have a Dutch summary 
and Dutch articles have an English summary. All captions
are in Dutch and English. 

9789088900518, $100, PB, 88 col & 40 b/w illus, 284p, 2011 
Special Offer $80

SURFING THE PAST
digital learners in
the history Class
By Olivier Nyirubugara

This books discusses one 
of the most frequently 
discussed subjects in history
education during the last
two decades, namely how
secondary school pupils use
the World Wide Web for
their learning activities.
Based on two case studies in

two Dutch schools, the book shows some ways in which
the use of the Web has changed history education in at
least three respects: first, the findings of the two case studies
show that the Web has a huge potential to turn the history
class - previously described as boring and too abstract -
into a livelier and more attractive environment, where
concepts, events, phenomena and processes of the 
past almost always have textual and/or [audio]visual 
representations; second, strong indications were observed
showing that the Web fosters historical understanding,
not only by triggering thinking processes that take pupils
beyond the shown contents, but also by prompting them
to evaluate sources and sample relevant fragments 
for their assignments; third, the Web has brought into 
history education sources that were previously excluded,
including those described as unconventional. This book
shows, that convergence is underway on both the 
user side and the content-production side

9789088900815, $80, PB, 33 col illus, 300p, 2012 
Special Offer $64
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Sidestone Press is an academic publishing house founded by scholars, for scholars.
As a publisher they have one clear ambition, that is to make scientific information
available to all.
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